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RAPID CONSTRUCTION OF THE RAPID TRANSIT 
SUBWAY. 

Our congratulations are extended to the engineers, 
the construction company and the contractor of the 
New York Rapid Transit Subway, on the great skill 
and unprecedented dispatch with which they are prose
cuting a work, which may justly be considered as being 
at once the largest and most difficult of its kind 
ever undertaken. Although this is not the first time 
that an underground system has been built in a metro
politan city under cast-iron conditions as to non� 
interference with the regular flow of traffic, it must be 
remembered that the tunnels constructed in London 
and Paris did not compare in magnitude with the 
New York system, and that many of them have been 
built at a depth below the. surface which carried them 
clear of all surface pipes !lnd drainage, <Lnd avoided 
altogether the difficult problem of providing for the 
ceaseless flow of traffic at the surface. For it must 
be borne in mind that the Rapid Transit Subway 
starts at the very busiest center of traffic in the whole 
city and runs for a considerable part of its total 
length of 20 miles beneath some of the most important 
thoroughfares of New York. Moreover, exc.ept for a 
few short stretches, it lies in close proximity to the 
surface, with little more than the depth of its steel
and-concrete roof intervening between the top of its 
cars and the wheels of the traffic above. Hence it 
has been necessary, before a stroke of work could 
be done 'upon the actual excavating of the tunnel 
itself, to provide an elaborate and massive system of 
falsework to hold the surface of the street temporarily 
in place. Add to this the fact that over th� greater 
part of the route the contractors have had to make 
special provision for holding up the massive roadbed 
of a double-track underground trolley road, to say 
nothing of a perfect network of gas and water mains, 
and electric cable conduits, and it becomes evident, 
even to the lay mind, that the construction of this 
tunnel was an engineering problem of far greater 
proportions than can be expressed in mere statements 
of length and quantities. 

I n  drawing up the contract, the Rapid Transit Com
missioners set the date of completion at August 21, 
1904, or four and a half years from the date, February 
21, 1900, on which the contract was signed. Having 
in view what we might call the incidental difficulties 
of construction as mention.ed above, to which, by the 
way, must be added the necessity of diverting and 
lowering some of the largest elements in the sewerage. 
system of the city, it would not have been surprising 
if it had become evident, as the work developed, that 
an extension of time would be necessary. At 
any rate, it must be confessed that the history of 
earlier contracts of the kind rendered such a delay 
a decided probability. It is extremely gratifying, 
therefore, to learn that the work has been handled 
with such skill and pushed through with so much 
energy that to-day the contractors are several months 
ahead of their time, as will be seen from the follow
ing figures : Out of a total estimated earth excavation 
of 1,700,000 cubic yards, 800,000 cubic yards has been 
taken out, leaving only a little more than one-half of 
the total to be removed. Out of 1,300,000 cubic yards 
of rock, including both rock taken out in open cut 
'end that removed in tunnel excavation, 366,000 cubic 
yards have been removed, or 28 per cent of the whole. 
On November 1 of this year $9,700,000 had been 
expended out of the total contract price of  $35,000,000. 
As the amount paid out for work done is about the 
fairest way of estimating the rate of progress it 
may be said that about 28 per cent of the tunnel is 
completed. The fact that the amount paid out every 
month for work done is steadily increasing augurs 
exceedingly well for the early completion of the con
tract, In August of last year the total monthly pay-
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ment amounted to $265,000, whereas in August of this 
year it had risen to $900,000, and there is a probability 
that it will increase as the months pass by. Bearing 
this in mind, then, we think that the engineers and 
contractors are per.fectly justified in assuming that 
the subway will be completed by Christmas of the 
year 1903. In agreement with this estimate the con
tract for the power plant names January 1 ,  1904, as 
the date on which the whole of the installation of 
boilers, engines and generators is  to be delivered . 
The power station is to be located at Fifty·ninth 
Street and the Hudson River, and the contractors, 
having an eye to the future probable extensions of 
the subway, have secured a plot of ground which will 
enable large additions to the plant to be made as 
required. The power station will be larger than the 
Metropolitan Street Railway Company's plant of 70,000 
aggregate horse power, and larger even than the huge 
power station of 100,000 horse power which is  now 
nearing completion for the Manhattan Elevated 
system. 

. .'. 
PAINTING OF BIG BRIDGES. 

The New York public bas had the question of the 
painting of large bridges brought very forcibly and 
somewhat painfully to mind, of late, by the extraordi
nary disclosures of the report of the expert commission 
appointed by the District Attorney to examine. the 
Brooklyn Bridge. In this connection a few facts 
regarding the system of painting adopted in the case 
of the largest and most important bridge in the world, 
the Forth Bridge in Scotland, will be of interest. 

It seems that ever since this structure was opened 
for traffic, eleven years ago, the work of painting it 
has gone on without any interruption. A staff of about 
thirty-five men is employed on the work. They com
mence painting at the southern end of the structure 
( which, by the way, comprises two main spans of 
1,710 feet and two shore spans of 700 feet ) , and the 
work proceeds daily, except on Sundays and in unusu
ally stormy weather, until the northern end of the 
structure is reached . I t  takes three years to cover 
the full length of the bridge, which, in the cantilever 
portions alone, is about one mile in length. Hence it 
will be seen that this period of thirty-six months 
represents the useful life of the paint, since one 
coating is no sooner completed than the work is 
begun again. Already the huge structure is receiving 
its fourth coat. To enable the painters to conveniently 
reach every part of the structure, the engineer in charge 
has devised a system of ladders and steam hoists. Where 
possible, ladders attached to the great struts and ties 
are made use of, but for reaching the loftiest portions 
of the . cantilevers, which rise to a height of 360 feet 
above the piers, a series of permanent elevators have 
been installed.  These are operated by means of steam 
winches which are placed a little below the level of 
the roadway. In proximity to each elevator there is 
erected a house in which the paint is mixed. For 
painting the under side of the roadway permanent 
wire ropes are stretched along each side of the struc
ture, from which the painters' platforms are suspended 
in such a way that they can be drawn along the rope 
very much after the manner of a cableway. Evidences 
of the thoroughness with which the work is  done is 
seen in the fact that, so far, no portion of the bridge 
has shown any signs of decay or need for renewal. 

This method of painting certainly has its advantages 
over a system in which the repainting is only done as 
various parts of the structure seem to call for i t ;  
since i t  precludes the possibility of any detail being 
overlooked for 'any considerable period of time. An 
ideal system would be that which combines a periodic 
painting of the whole structure with a special coat
ing, in the interim, for such parts as are particularly 
exposed to the action of the elements or traffic, such, 
for instance, as, in the case of the Forth Bridge, the 
first 20 or 30 feet of the steel towers above the salt 
waters of the Firth. of Forth, or in the case of the 
Brooklyn Bridge, the articulated portions of the struc
ture which are subject to movement .and those portions 
of the floor system in which mud and water are liable 
to collect and set up a rapid oxidation. 

...... 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE. 
In the annual report of Rear-Admiral O'Neil, Chief 

of the Bureau of Ordnance, it is stated that increased 
efficiency for the larger naval guns must be looked for, 
not in the. direction of larger size and weight of the 
guns themselves, but rather in increasing the weight 
of the projectile and in improving the smokeless 
powder ; in other words, we must endeavor to increase 
the striking energy of the shell per ton weight of the 
gun. The latest types of guns, of both large and small 
calibers, are so heavy and 'large, that any further 
increase of weight or length will seriously hamper the 
design of warships, by making a too large demand 
upon displacement. The report states that the 
ordnance equipment for American naval vessels is 
up to the highest standard attained in foreign navies 
for vessels of corresponding date and class. Rear
Admiral O'Neil says that he knows of no guns afloat, 
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or shortly to be put afloat, that will equal in energy 
tho.se which are being built for the United States 
navy. It is gratifying to lmow that the manufacture 
of guns anfl othel' ordnance fittings is well in hand, 
and that the outfits will probably be completed when 
the vessels are ready to receive them. During the 
last fiscal year 143 naval guns were completed, and 
256 are at present under construction. We are also 
pleased to learn that there is a steady improvement 
in naval smokeless powder, that of to-day being con
siderably superior to the grade manufactured twelve 
months ago. 

Speaking on the subject of submarine boats, Rear
Admiral O'Neil is of the opinion that this type is 
receiving undue prominence; an opinion in which we 
heartily concur. He states that if these craft are to 
have any permanent value, it will be as an adjunct to 
a system of coast defense. They are, as yet, purely 
in the experimental stage, and he believes that they 
will never take the place of ships of the regular type. 
or render a reduction in the fleets of the world possi
ble. We are pleased to learn from the report that the 
latest armor contracts are extremely advantageous 
to the government, the price being lower than that paid 
abroad, and the armor the best that can be pro
cured. 

Interesting light is thrown upon the present con
troversy which is  raging in naval circles over the 
designs for our new battleships and cruisers. We 
had thought that the point at issue was that of the 
double versus the single turret ; but Rear-Admiral 
O'Neil, who is president of the Board, states that the 
i ssue is as to the relative merits of the new 7-inch 
gun as against the 8-inch and 6-inch guns, he himself 
being a strong advocate of the lighter piece. The 
arguments in favor of the 7-inch gun were given in 
our issue of August 10, 1901, when firing diagrams. 
showing the concentration and total energy of the 
gun fire obtained with two types of ship, one carrying 
the 7-inch gun and the other the 8-inch and 6-inch 
guns, were given . We hope in a later i ssue to take 
up thi s question in fuller detail. 

. .  '. 
IMPORTANT APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC POWER IN 

RAILROADING. 
President James J. Hill, of the Great Northern RaH

way, is preparing to operate a 66-mile section of 'that 
railroad through the Cascade Mountains with electr�c, 
ity instead of steam. If the project proves successful 
it is proposed to operate an entire division from tide
water at Everett to Wenatchee on the Columbia 
River, a distance of 141 miles, with electric m.otors. 
Thi s  accomplishment. railroad men believe, will J:>e 
but the beginning of the equipment of the entire main 
line with electricity. The plan of substituting ele,c
tricity for steam, which has been forced upon Mr. 
Hill by his long tunnel and peculiar conditions, was 
first proposed to the railway world, as applied to 
long distance, by Henry Villard nearly ten years ago. 
Mr. Villard was at that time in control of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad and had become greatly impressed 
with the possibilities of electricity through his asso
ciation in a business . way with Thomas A. Edison. 
Early in 1892 Mr. Villard gave instructions for George 
W. Dickinson, then assistant general superintendent 
of the Northern Pacific at Tacom�, and one or two 
high officers of the engineering department, to meet 
him in New York, whence they were taken to the 
works of the General Electric Company for a con· 
ference with Mr. Edison and other electrical engineers 
regarding the feasibility of introducing electricity on 
the Northern Pacific. To these officers Mr. Villard 
unfolded a plan which he had partially matured for 
operating first a broad-gage electric railroad between 
Milwaukee and Chicago. He had under consideration 
either the building of an entirely new line between 
those cities or the substitution of electricity on that 
portion of the Wisconsin Central which was then con
trolled by the Northern Pacific. Mr. Villard figured 
that the line could be placed in operation by· the 
summer of 1893 and could thus be used by thousands 
of visitors to the Columbian Exposition at Chicago. 
The consummation of this plan was prevented by the 
gradual tightening of the money market which pre
ceded the stringency of 1893, and in consequence of 
the receivership which followed, the Northern Paci;fic 
passed out of Mr. Villard's hands. 

The investigations on the same subject by the Great 
Northern cover a period of over three years and have 
been under the direction of J. N. Hill, the eldest son 
of President J. J. Hill. The matter was first brought 
to the elder Hill's attention by the reports of his 
civil engineers to the effect that it might be found 
impracticable to operate trains through his two-mile 
Cascade. tunnel by means of · coal-burning locomotives, 
on account of its. extreme length and. the fact ttiat 
there would be no means of effectively ventilating the 
tunnel" when finished without gOing to the eXPense 
of installing and permanently operating compressed
air motors. The investigations which followed have 
convinced the officers of the road that a great saving 
can be made by operating trains by water power con-
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verted into electricity. This fact is shown by the 
extension of the original plans to a long section of the 
railroad through the mountain s  as recently announced 
by Presidet;lt Hill. His present plans as announced 
contemplate the application of electricity to that por
tion of the road extending from Leavenworth on the 
east side of the Cascades to Skykomish on the west 
side, 66 miles. It is understood that if .the electric 
motors prove as successful as  anticipated, the electric 
system will be further extended so as  to include the 
mountain division, from Everett on Puget Sound to 
Wenatchee, 141 miles. This would be the beginning 
of an electrization which might eventually include the 
entire mileage of the system. 

The section of the road chosen for the first appli
cation of the experiment is the most difficult and 
expensive portion of the road to operate ·on the entire 
system. It runs through the wild and rugged Cascade 
where the grades are very heavy, and where every 
winter there are numerous slides of earth and rock 
which come down the steep mountain sides. to cover 
the track and endanger the operation of trains. Qne 
of the most important causes of the Great Northern's 
desire to secure cheaper motive power is the fact that 
its tributary coal supply is very limited. In the matter 
of cheap fuel the Great Northern is being operated 
at a tremendous disadvantage as compared with the 
Northern Pacific or the Oregon Railway and Naviga
tion Company, its Washington rivals. The North
ern Pacific owns the largest coal mines in the State 
at Roslyn, thereby securing its fuel at a cost not 
exceeding $1 to $3.25 per ton. The advantage of the 
Oregon Railway and Navigation lies in its gravity 
route down the Columbia River from the Rocky Moun
tains. On the other hand, the coal used by the Great 
Northern costs about $2 .75 per ton for the ordinary 
product, while for the Crow's Nest Pass coal, which is 
used on all trains through the tunnel, the cost is. 
much greater. 

For about thirty miles of the mountain climb on 
the Cascade division each loaded train requires the 
assistance of one or two helping engines, The coal 
consumption of this division is something enormous, 
amounting to upward of 2500 tons a day, or nearly a 
million tons a year. With a difference of $1.50 per ton 
in favor of the Northern Pacific, it will be readily 
seen that the older road has in the matter of coal 
supply alone a great advantage over its newer rival. 
As the water for the generation of the electric power 
for the operation of trains under the new system will 
be taken from one or more of the numerous rivers 
heading in the Cascade Mountains near the Great 
Northern lines, the innovation contemplated will re
duce the coal bills of the division very greatly, if not 
eventually doing away with them entirely. 

' 

The details of President Hill's plan are now being 
worked out, and it is understood that active work 
toward the installation of the electric power will be 
commenced next spring. The successful long distance 
transmission of electric power generated at Snoqual
mie Falls, forty miles from Tacoma, has been a power
ful object lesson to the Great Northern. 

The street railway systems of both Tacoma and 
Seattle, together with the electric lighting system of 
Tacoma and the vast machinery of the great Tacoma 
smelter, are all being operated successfully and eco-
nomically with Snoqualmie power. A. W. C. 

• ,el. 
THE HEAVENS IN NOVEMBER. 

BY HENRY NORRIS BUSSELL, PH.D. 
Two astronomical events of great interest occur dur

ing the present month, but, unfortunately, one of them 
lies outside the range of our observation. This is  the 
annular eclipse of the sun, which takes place on the 
11th. It is noteworthy for the very long duration of 
the annular phase, which is, at maximum, a little over 
eleven minutes. The moon is so much farther away 
than usual that she hides only about 6-7ths of the sun's 
surface, even when she is  directly in front of 

-
him, so 

that there will be plenty of light left to see by, even 
in the middle of the eclipse. The annular phase is 
visible along a belt of country about 200 miles wide, 
extending from Sicily past Cairo, over Arabia, Ceylon 
and Siam to the. neighborhood of Manila. A partial 
eclipse is  visible generally in eastern Europe, Asia, and 
northern Africa. 

More interesting to us is the remarkable series of 
planetary conjunctions which happen later in the 
month, when the three brightest planets will be close 
together in the evening sky. 

Jupiter has for months been slowly overtaking Sat
urn, and, just before he reaches him, Venus, whose 
eastward motion is much swifter, catches up with 
them both. She passes Jupiter on the night of the 
17th, and Saturn on that of the 18th. The two are 
about a degree apart, while she is  three degrees south 
of them, so that all three planets are c.rowded into a 
space

· 
no larger than the belt of Orion. The group 

which they form will be by far the most con
spicuous thing in the evening sky, and will remain in 
sight for two hours and a half after sunset. 

Though these three heavenly bodies seem so near 
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together, their real distances from us are, of course, 
vastly different. Venus is very much the nearest, be
ing but 74,000,000 miles distant. Jupiter is  more than 
seven times as far away, his distance being 540,000,000 
miles. Finally, Saturn i s  almost 1,000,000,000 miles 
from us-as far beyond Jupiter as Jupiter is  beyond 
Venus. 

It is to her nearness, both to us and the sun, that 
Venus owes her great brightness, for she is but one
eleventh as large as Jupiter, and, were she at his dis· 
tance, she would not be as bright as the pole-star. 

If she were as far off as Saturn, she would be invisi
ble to the naked eye. It  would be a mistake, however, to 
conclude from this statement that Venus. as she actu
ally is, would be invisible from Saturn, for, in her 
present position, she receives from the sun about two 
hundred times as much light as she would if  removed 
to Saturn"s distance, and is correspondingly brighter. 
She would, in fact, appear considerably brighter to an 
observer on Saturn than Saturn himself does to us. 

On the other hand, if Jupiter were in Venus' place, 
he would show. at favorable times, as a crescent about 
one-quarter the size of the moon, and would give us a 
pretty fair sort of moonlight. We may well be thank
ful, however, that such is not the case, for the attrac
tion of so great a planet, so near us, might so change the 
earth's orbit as to bring us uncomfortably near the 
sun, or to send us so far from him that we should all 
be frozen. 

Such a conjunction as the one which we now have 
the privilege of viewing is a rare occurrence. Jupiter 
revolves about the sun in twelve years, and Saturn 
in thirty. Twelve years hence, Jupiter will be in the 
same Part of the sky as at present, but Saturn will 
have gone nearly half way round, and will still be 
ahead of Jupiter. It will take the latter twenty years 
in all to catch up with Saturn again, in which time he 
makes one and two-thirds revolutions to Saturn's two
thirds. So it will not be till 1921 that we will see 
Jupiter and Saturn close together again, and such 
conjunctions will recur every twenty years. But the 
two planets, when closest, may be in any part of the 
zodiac. Now, since Venus never goe s  more than 
about 45 deg. away from' the sun, if they are more 
than that distance from him, they cannot be near 
Venus. If  they are to be visible in the evening they 
must be east of the sun, and at least 15  deg. from him. 
This nanows down the region within which a con
junction like the present one is  possible to about 30 
deg., or one-twelfth of the whole circumference. It 
follows that, on the average, one conjunction of Jupiter 
and Saturn out of twelve will be such that an event 
like the present may possibly happen. But when such 
a conjunction occurs, Venus may not be in such a part 
of her orbit that she actuaUy does come into conjunc
tion with the others. There is only one chance in five 
or six that she will be. Therefore, on the average, 
only one out of sixty or seventy conjunctions of Jupiter 
and Saturn will be marked by the presence of Venus 
also. That i s, such a display as occurs this month will 
happen, in the long run, once in about twelve hundred 
years. The actual intervals between two such. con
junctions are very variable, some being much longer 
than the average, and some much shorter. 

Jupiter and Saturn are closest on the 27th, when 
their distance is less than the moon's diameter. They 
will be very near one another throughout the last 
week of November . 

There is a possibility that the lost Leonid meteor 
shower may turn up on or about the 13th of this 
month, but the chances seem to be much against it. 

THE HEAVENS. 
At 9 P. M. on the 15th, Gemini has just risen in the 

northeast, and Orion in the east. Auriga is above 
Gemini, alld Taurus over Orion. Eridanus and Cetus 
fill up the southeast. Andromeda is directly over
head, with Cassiopeia on the north, Perseus on the 
east, Aries on the southeast, and Pegasus on the south
west. Aquarius and Capricornus are below and to the 
west of Pegasus, and Fomalhaut is the only conspicu
ous star lower down. Cygnus, Aquila and Lyra lie 
near the Milky Way in the west. Ursa Major is on 
the horiz!>n below the pole, and Draco is above and to 
the right. 

THE PLANETS. 
Mercury is in conjunction with the sun on the 4th, 

and is invisible till the middle of the month. On the 
20th he reaches his greatest western elongation, and 
is well seen as a morning star, rising nearly two hours 
before the sun. 

Venus is evening star in. SagittariUS, and increases 
in brightness throughout the, month. Her conjunctions 
with Jupiter and Saturn hay,� already been described. 
Mars is evening star; too faint and near the sun to be 
easily seen. Jupiter and Saturn are evening stars 'in 
Sagittarius. Uranus is too near the sun to be seen. 
Neptune is in Gemini, well placed for telescopic obser
vation. 

THE MOON. 
Last quarter occurs on the night of the 2d, new 

moon on that of the 10th, first quarter on the morning 
of the 19th. and full moon on the evening of the 25th. 
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The moon is nearest us on the 25th, and most remote 
on the 11th. She passes Mercury on the night of the 
9th, Uranus and Mars on the 13th, Venus on the fore· 
noon, and Jupiter and Saturn on the afternoon of the 
15th, and Neptune on the 27th. The moon, Venus, 
Jupiter and Saturn, all in close proximity, will afford 
a fine spectacle on the evening of the . 15th. 

• tel . 

SCIENCE NOTES. 

Prof. William T. Richards, of Harvard University, 
has received a call to the .newly established research 
professorship of chemistry in the University of Got
tingen. It is e specially gratifying to note that one 
of the greatest universities in Germany should offer 
the chair to an American. 

About 250,000 pairs of glasses will be purchased by 
the State committee in Maryland for use in polling. 
booths. Politicians have found that both in the city 
and country districts a large number of voters of the 
poorer classes can read sufficiently well to ballot, but 
their Sight is so defective that In the dimly lighted 
booths they are unable to read the long list of con
testants on the ballot. Capable men will be .provided 
at every polling place to adjust the glasses for the 
voters. 

A cheap and rapid method for concentrating the enor
mous quantities of blood collecting in abattoirs is de
scribed by its inventor in the Technische Rundschau. 
The blood is injected in a finely pulverized state into 
an oven-shaped chamber, open at the top, and brought 
into contact with a current of hot air ascending from 
below. All the water is evaporated in this manner, 
and the blood powder is carried to the receiving cham
ber. According to the inventor, the powder thus ob
tained is tasteless and contains 74.8 per cent of diges
tible· albumen. 

The committee has not yet decided whether M'. 
Santos-Dumont is entitled to the prize of 100,000 francs 
or not. No decision will be made before November 
1. as the competition remains open until October 31, 
so that if in the meantime another competitor should 
appear and fulfill the conditions he would share in 
the prize. The persons who are prominently identified 
with aeronautical matters are of the opinion that M. 
Santos-Dumont has really won the prize, and M. 
Deutsch is convinced that the commission will award 
it to the young Brazilian. 

Carrier pigeons have been put to novel use by a 
physician of Rockland, Me. On one occasion he was 
called to an island some twenty miles distant to at
tend a patient who was seriously ill. To reach this 
island he was obliged to .make a dangerous trip. 
Before he returned to the mainland he gave the family 
of his patient six homing pigeons which were to be 
used as messengers to inform him of the patient's 
condition. A pigeon was dispatched as often as neces' 
sary, carrying assurances to the phYSician of the 
patient's steady progress toward recovery. 

A series of observations by the late Prof. A. von 
Kerner has been published an the variations in the 
time of the opening and closing of fiowers. He states 
that the fact that some flowers remain open for a 
longer period in summer than in spring is not due to 
the direct infiuence of an increase in the light, but 
to a rise in temperature due to the absorption of 
light. With many fiowers the opening is not the result 
of growth, but of changes in turgidity due to trans· 
piration. In HemerocaZZis ttava and Hibiscus trionum 

the fiowers remain open only for a single day in the 
summer, while in autumn they open for two or three 
days in succession.-Oesterr. Bot. Zeitschr. 

A new explosive, which is safe from detonation, has 
been invented by M. Fiedler, of Moscow, Russia. His 
explosive comprises a fiuid and a solid, and the two 
have to be mixed before they will explode. The 
former is composed of nitrol-benzol 80 parts and tur
pentine 20 parts. The solid consists of potassium 
chlorate 70 parts and permanganate of potash 30 parts. 
To form the explosive 20 parts of the liquid are added 
to 80 parts of the solid. The former is packed in 
soldered tins, and the latter in packets waterproofed 
with chromic glue. A very salient feature of this 
explosive is that even when mixed, should it become 
ignited by contact with fiame, the substance will burn 
away quietly. 

An English aeronautical engineer, Mr. T. Hugh 
Bastin, of London, i s  to make an attempt for the 
Deutsch prize. This aeronaut in his invention has 
emulated the movements of birds while in fiight, thus 
following in the footsteps of Langley, Hargraves, and 
Lilienthal. He practically utilizes huge wings for driv
ing his vessel through the air. The wings are immense 
framework structures, sufficiently rigid and strength· 
ened to overcome atmospheric resistance, with a cover
ing of silk. These wings or fans have two movements 
at right angles to the direction of fiight, precisely the 
same as a bird,. with the same results. The front of 
the machine is pointed, .so that it  can readily cleave its 
way through the air. III fiying the aeronaut avails him
self of the oscillating movements of nature. 



THIRTY YEARS' GROWttt O:F 'l'lt� LOCOMOTIVE. 
The accompanying photograph shows a phase of rail

road development in this country in the demand for ad
ditional locomotive power as traffic has increased_ In 
1871 the smaller engine was ordered for  the Denver 
& Rio Grande Railroad Company, and built according 
to the specifications of the railroad officials_ It was 
utilized to haul both freight and passenger trains, 
and, at the time, was the average size locomotive in 
service in the West_ Its 
companion represents one 
of the latest placed in 
service on the same sys
tem, and, as will be noted, 
it is a mechanical giant 
beside the other-

J ,ieutifi, �meri,au. 
four cyl1nders. There Is an objection to the two-cylin
der type. however, arising from the fact that in the 
larger locomotives, which are now in such increasing 
demand, the diameter of the low-pressure cylinder 
becomes so great that its casing projects beyond the 
loading line permissible by the platforms and tunnels 
of our railroad systems. Hence we are driven to the 
necessity of using four cylinders of less diameter. In 
the well-known Vauclain type, two cylinders, one high 
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frames and iIi tandem, the high-pressure cylinder 
being placed in front of the low-pressure and on the 
same axial line, a common piston rod carrying the two 
pistons. There is only one pair of saddle castings 
and the cylinders are cast separately, the high-pressure 
cylinders being mounted upon the front of the low
pressure cylinders. Both cylinders are 1I.tted with 
piston valves with a continuous passage between them. 
This passage forms the receiver. The valves are made 

hollow, the high-pressure 

The great difference in 
the locomotives will be 
appreciated by a compari
son of their dimensions_ 
While the larger has cyl
inders 22 by 28 inches, 
those of the .smaller en
gine are 9 by 16  inches ; 
while the driving-wheel 
base of the latter is but 
6 feet 2lj2 inches, as com
pared with 14 feet 8 inchel1 
on that of the former_ It 
has a pony truck and four 
coupled driving wheels, 
while the diameter of 
its boiler is but 341f2 
inches, 40 inches less than 
that of the other ; its 
tank is a pail compared 
with the equipment of the 
modern engine, for it car-

Locomotives of 1871 and 1901 on tne Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. Respective weight/;!, 1�� and IJ2 toIlS. 

valves being arranged for 
inside admission and the 
low-pressure valves for 
outside admission. This 
arrangement, coupled with 
the crossing of the steam 
ports of the high-pressure 
cylinder, has enabled the 
deSigner to use a single 
valve stem. Relief valves 
are used on the high and 
low pressure cylinders. On 
the low-pressure they are 
attached to the steam chest 
and act as a bypass when 
the engine is drifting. The 
general dimensions of the 
engine are as follows : Di
ameter of high-pressure 
cylinder, 15 inches ; of low
pressure, 28 inches ; and 
stroke, 34 inches ;  the 
greatest travel of the slide 
valves is 6 inches, the out
side lap is % of an inch 
and the inside clearance 
is % of an inch in the case 

ries but 450 gallons, where-
as the capacity of the other is 6,000 gallons_ The 
diminutive locomotive was constructed when the track 
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad was but 3 feet 
gage, and it is now utilized on small feeders of the 
system to haul light loads. The smaller engine and 
ter:.der are no longer over all than the engine of its 
successor, while the smokestack is not as high as 
the top of the other's boiler. 

No. 6,  however, has been kept in good condi

tion, and is in daily service, despite the fact 

that it weighs but twelve and one-half tons. The 

new type weighs ninety-two tons. Both engines 

were built at the same works, and the little fellow 

was considered in its day to be an up-to-date 

and first-class locomotive in every respect. 
..... , .. 

TANDEM COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE 
NORTHERN PACIlIC RAILWAY. 

The accompanying photograph and line 
drawing show the general appearance and 
details of the tandem cylinder of an experi
mental four·cylinder tandem compound locomo
tive, which was built by the Schenectady Loco
motive Works for the Northern Pacific Railway. 
After a year of service the new type has proved 
so satisfactory that the Schenectady firm is  
building twenty-six more locomotives of the 
same type for the Northern Pacific and forty 
for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 

The compound locomotive has not made the 
rapid progress in this country that i t  has in 
some parts of Europe, particularly in France, 
where the fastest train in the old world i s  
hauled b y  four-cylinder compounds. Neverthe
less, the really good designs of compound loco
motives that have been turned out by our 
builders have fully justified the claims of fuel 

THIRTY YEARS' GROWTH OF THE LOCOMOTIVE. 

and one low pre�sure, are placed on each side of the 
smoke box, the high-pressure being above the low
pressure, and the two piston rods connecting to a 
common crosshead. In Great Britain a type of four
cylinder compound has lately been put in service, in 
which the four cylinders are placed abreast of each 
other, two being outside and two inside connected, 
and all coupled to the forward driving wheels and 
axle. In France the two inside-connected cylinders 
drive the forward axle and the two outside-connected 
cylinders drive the rear axle of the four-coupled driv
ing wheels. 

The Northern Pacific engine carries two pairs of 
high and low pressure cylinders on the outside of the 
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SECTION THROUGH: CYLINDERS AND STEAM CHEST. 

of the high-pressure and % 
of an inch in the low

pressure. The diameter of the driving wheels outside 
of the tire is 63 inches ;  the boiler is of the expanded
wagon-top type, with wide fireboxes ; the outside di
ameter of the first ring is 661f2 inches. The length of 
the firebox is 100 1-16 inches and the width is 751,4 
inches, and the depth of the front is 70%, inches and 
at the back 59%, inches. There are 338 2-inch tubes, 
each measuring 16 feet in length over the tube sheets. 
The heating surface in the tubes is 2,815 square feet ; 
in the water-tubes, 26.46 square feet ; in the firebox, 
155.64 square feet, making a total heating surface of 
2,997  square feet. The grate area is 52.29 square feet. 
The boiler pressure is 225 pounds to the square inch. 
The tender, which weighs empty 47,000 pounds, has a 

water capacity of 5,500 gallons and a coal 
capacity of 10 tons. The weight of the loco
motive, on the drivers, is 175,000 pounds, and 
the weight of the locomotive in working order 
is  198,000 pounds; 

••••• 

MOHUInent to JaInes BowInan 

Lindsay. 

At Dundee, a granite monument was recently 
unveiled to the memory of James Bowman 
Lindsay, an investigator and inventor whose 
experiments in connection with wireless teleg
raphy and other scientific advances fifty years 
ago, ought not to be forgotten. Sir William 
Preece, in unveiling the monument, remarked 
that Bowman Lindsay was long before his 
time. He was a prophet who would compare 
with any prophet, 'fot' in 1834 he wrote that 
houses and town s  would in a short time be 
lighted by electricity instead of gas, and heated 
by it instead of coal, and machinery would 
be worked by it instead of by steam. Sir Will

a n d  s t e a m  
e c o n o my 
which are com
monly m a d  e 
for the com· 
pound locomo
tive, as  such. 
Simplicity 0 f 
parts and con
v e n i e n c e of 
manipulat i o n  
h a v e always 
been character
istics of the 
American loco
motive, a nd 
the desire to 
maintain these 
features, n 0 
doubt, has led 
our makers to 
prefer the two· 
cylinder type 
o f  compound 
to that which 
uses three or 

Cylinders, 16 incbes and 28 inches by 84-inch stroke; boiler pressnre, 225 pounds to the square inch; beating BUrface, 2,997 square feet; welgbt of locomotive, 198,000 pounde. 

iam P r e  e c e 
r e c o l l ected 
that while he 
w a s  attached 
to the electri
cal department 
of the Electric 
T e l e g r a p h s  
Company there 
c a m e  f r o m  
Dundee- to Lon
don a genUe
man with a 
proposal to dis· 
p e n s e w i t h  
wires and com· 
m u n i c ate 
across water. 
He w a s at
tached to Mr. 
Lindsay, a n d  
he made all the 
a r r angements 
and conductM 
all the experi
ments to IUUS-

tANDEII COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE NORTHEBN PACIFIC BAILROAD 
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trate his system in London. Unfortunately there was 
really no necessity for the invention in those days. 
An invention to be of use must come at the proper 
time. There must be the want for it, otherwise it 
died. This accounted for the fact that the system 
of wireless telegraphy, which was now associated with 
the name of Lindsay, had been neglected. . ' ... 

A SOAP-DELIVERY ATTACHMENT FOR WATER 

PIPES. 

A simple invention, patented by Charles R. Walker, 

A SOAP-DELIVERY' ATTACHMENT FOR WATER PIPES. 

of Jamestown, N. D., provides a means whereby soap 
or water mixed .with soap can be delivered at a 

kitchen sink. The inventor employs a double T or 
�our-way coupling, which is connected with a hot
water supply pipe and with a cold-water supply pipe 
by means of its two horizontal arms. With the upper 
vertical arm of the T a pipe leading from a soap 
receptacle is connected. 'l'he soap receptacle is like
wise connected by a pipe with the hot-water supply 
pipe, the pipe at its junction with the hot-water line 
being provided with a three-way valve. The lower 
vertical arm of the four-way T is connected with a 
pipe having a nipple and a discharge faucet adjustable 
relatively to the lower vertical arm of the T. All of 
the pipes are valved. By a proper manipulation of 
the valves it is possible to permit cold water, hot 
water, hot and cold water, hot water and soap, 
cold water and soap, or hot and cold water and 
soap to flow through the faucet. 

----.•. ----

A CALIFORNIA MARINE 

RAILWAY. 

BY ENOS BROWN. 

J citutific �tutricau. 
iron. The power for raising and lowering the marine 
tramway is supplilld by duplicate engines, working 
on a main shaft 12 inches in diameter. The engines 
have a stroke of 18 inches, with cylinders 14 inches 
in diameter. Together they are of 240 horse power, 
and they are geared up to 2,000 horse power. The 
foundations are of massive concrete resting upon piles 
driven to a great depth, and in large numbers. Steam 
is supplied by the boilers of the shipyard. The entire 
iron work of the. engines is of the most solid and 
massive character, the main gears being 11 feet in 
diameter with a 14-inch face, the two weighing 24,000 
pounds. They work at an average of 160 revolutions. 

The endless chains for hauling up the platform pass 
over a gypsy, cast-steel, sprocket wheel, each link 
being caught as the wheel revolves. The speed of the 
platform is controlled by brakes acting upon the coun
tershaft. These are used only when descending with 
heavy loads. 

The railway is capable of hauling out a vessel of 
3,000 tons' displacement. The largest yet handled was 
an English bark weighing 1,500 tons with 300 tons of 

load, making a total weight of 1,800 tons. This 

) 
vessel was lifted in 20 minutes. 

The terminus of the railway is 10 feet below 
the channel of the stream. The vessel to be 
docked is brought between two massive blocks 
of piles, which mark the situation of the cradle 
when under water. With the keel resting upon 
the center blocks the bilge blocks are worked 
up to the sides and the ship is secured. 

It is claimed that this method of docking 
vessels is superior to the drydock, or the. ordi
nary ways, inasmuch as the frame is subjected 

to less strain and much time is saved. An advantage 
is also secured in the easy operation of the machine. 

• ,e • 

HOW TO MAKE A SIMPLE SPLIT PULLEY. 

Sir Charles B. Elliott, general manager of the Cape 
Government Railways (South Africa), recently paid 
a visit to this country and caned upon the editor of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and he described an easily 
constructed split pulley which he had built, and he 
has given us the following description: 

Take two pieces of hard wood and saw them into two 
semicircular disks, ABC D and A E D. The diameter, 
A D, may be 15 inches or any other diameter that may 
be required. The thickness of the wood may be 3 
inches, or any other suitable thickness. 

Make two rectangular holes about 3 x 1 inches in 
the upper disk, F G and H 1. These holes should be 
just large enough for a 3-inch bolt to slip in easily. 
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In the lower disk, A· D E, cut two holes, J, E, about 
1 x 1 inch, just large enough for the nut of a 3-inch 
bolt to slip in, so that when the bolt is screwed into 
it the nut will not turn round. Bore a %-inch hole 
between F G and J, and another .between H 1 and K, 
so that a 3-inch bolt may be inserted in F G and screwed 
into the nut at J. Bore a hole from B to F, large 
enough for a' narrow screwdriver to be inserted, so as 
to screw the bolt into· the nut. For this purpose the 
square edges under the head of the bolt should be 
filed or turned down, and the head of the bolt shoulrl 
have a slit sawed into it with a hack-saw, to receive 
the screwdriver. An iron washer, L, should be in
serted under the head of the bolt. A similar hole 

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED SPLIT PULLEY. 

should be bored at C, and another bolt screwed into 
the nut at K, with a washer, M, under the head of the 
bolt . 

Before finally bolting the two disks together, it i� 
well to place either a piece of veneer or a piece of 
thin pasteboard between the two disks. When they 
are firmly bolted together a hole should be bored in 
the center, the exact diameter of the countershaft on 
which the pulley is to run. The two disks may 
now be separated, the veueer or pasteboard re
moved, and the two disks should again be 
firmly bolted together on a mandrel the exact size 
of the countershaft, placed between the lathe centers, 
and be turned up to the exact dimensions required, 
rounding off the edges, and finishing with sandpaper. 
A side view of the finished pulley is represented in 
the engraving. The disks may be again separateu 
and boited onto the countershaft. 

If the pulley is required to 
have two or more steps, four 
instead of two bolts may be 
used; and these will be suffici
ently strong to hold the pulley 
firmly to the countershaft. .. , 

Nature of Lightning. 

K. R. Koch (P h y s i k a 1. 

The first marine railway yet 
installed upon the Pacific coast 
has just been completed at Oak
land, Cal. It is one of the Cran
dall type and is used in a'ship
yard for hauling vessell out of 
the estuary, when repairs belOW 
water-line are required. It has 
been in use for several months, 
and has proved expeditious and 
efficient. The railway itself con
sists of a platform 255 by 76 
feet, resting upon trucks run
ning upon four tracks, which 

Diagram Showing Vessel Floated Into Cradle and Being Hauled Out by Stationary Engines 
on Shore. 

Zeitschr.) has found that light
ning conductors whose connec
tions have become imperfect 
through rusting or otherwise, 
act, nevertheless, in quite an 
efficient manner in the case of 
a thunderstorm. This is, in his 
opinion, due to the oscillating 
c h a r a c t  e r of lightning dis
charges. Electromagnetic waves 

themselves rest upon 
three tiers of pine 
timbers. The rails 
are fiat, the inside 
1% by 10 inches and 
the pair outside 1 % 
by 5 inches in di
mensions. There are 
seventeen standards 
on each side of the 
cradle, the b i I g e 
blocks, sliding on 
rails, being worked 
by . a small winch on 
top of the standards. 
Pa t e n t relieving 
bilge blocks, which 
are released by a 

small wrench, are 
used. T h e  t o t  a 1 
length of track is 
700 feet, ending in 
30 feet of water and 
inclining at an angle 
of 1 in 22. 

Four chains 570 
feet long are em
ployed in hauling 
t h e  cradle. Each 
link is 8 inches long 
and made of 2 1·16 

The HaUllng Eagmes and tlle Cradle. 

A CALIFORNIll. MARINE RAILWAY. 

are produced, which 
act upon the imper
fect connections as 
upon a coherer, re
storing their con
ductivity for a more 
or less long period. 
Lightning has hith
erto been considered 
a continuous dis
charge, which often 
becomes apparently 
oscillatory by quick 
r e p  e t i t  i o n. The 
author employs a 
rapidly revolving 
camera in order to 
test this question, 
but does not arrive 
at any definite con
c 1 u s i o n ,  as the 
fi a s h e s  p h o t o· 
graphed were all too 
distant. 

1.1 

One of the largest 
American manufac
turers of street and 
railroad cars is to 
build' a factory in 

England. 



PROGRESS OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE RAPID TRANSIT 

TUNNEL. 
In spite of the long and exceedingly trying summer 

weather, the work of constructing the Rapid Transit 
Tunnel has been .pushed forward with greater activity 
than at any other period since the work was opened 
in March of the year 1900.  At the present time there 
are 8,000 men employed on the work, and up to date 
$9,700,000 has been expended. This represents over 
a quarter of the contract price for the work of 
$35,000,000. 

The force of men is at work in day and night 
shifts, and at the present time the total monthly 
cost of the construction averages nearly $1,000,000. If 
there should be no unforeseen obstructions and delays, 
the railroad will probably be completed and in opera
tion by Christmas of 1903 or early in the year 1904. 
The line of the tunnel has been opened over two 
hundred blocks, while on about thirty blocks the tun
nel is practically completed. 

The accompanying progress plan of the work shows 
the location of the road. Commencing at City Hall 
Park there is  a single·track loop, which swings over to 
the west in front of the City Hall, and curves around 
to a junction 'with the main four-track line, near the 
Hall of Records. Southward from the station a two
'track tunnel 
will be built 
below P a  r k  
R o w a n d  
Broadway t o  
W h i t e h a l l  
Street, where 
i t  w i l l  d e 
scend and pass 
beneath t h e  
East River to 
J o r a l e m o n  
Street, Brook
l y n .  F r o m  
J o r a l e m o n  
Street it will 
pass t o  t h e  
City Hall of 
the Borough, 
a n d  b e  e x 
tended to the 
Flatbush A ve
nue station of 
the Long Isl
land Railroad. 
From the City 
Hall, Manhat
tan, n o r  t h 
ward t h e  r e 
will be a four
track tunnel, 
which will ex
t e n  d beneath 
C e n t e r and 
E l m  Streets 
t 0 Lafayette 
Place ; f r o m  
which it will 
diverge 
onally 

diag
north- ,St;eel1ro rk 

J c ttuttftc  jmtrtc"u. 
as used o n  the Metropolitan railways i n  this city. 
Work on the loop at City Hall Park is well advanced. 
A considerable part of the concrete arched tunnel 
has been built and about 70 feet of this completed 
tunnel has been filled in, and the original surface 
restored. From Chambers to Duane Street two tracks 
out of the four have been entirely excavated, and 
from Duane Street to Pearl Street the full four-track 
width is excavated and roofed in and the steel in 
place. From Leonard to Franklin Street ground has 
been broken and excavation is  well under way. From 
Howard Street to Grand Street excavation has been 
commenced, and from Grand to Spring Street the 
width of two tracks has been excavated and the steel 
framework of the tunnel is in place. From Spring 
Street to Prince Street the width of two tracks has 
been excavated along the western side of the tunnel, 
and from Prince Street to Bleecker Street excavation 
is completed, the steel, walls and roof are in place, 
and the concrete arches have been turned. From 
Bleecker Street to Fourth Street all of the excavation 
and steel work has been executed for about a total 
of half the distance. The tunnel through Lafayette 
Place is about half excavated and a third of the steel 
is in place. From 10th Street to 12th Street all the 
excavation hfl 8 '  been done, and the steel and concrete 
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has been driven for a distance of a block and a half, 
the full section of the tunnel being excavated for three
quarters of a block in the easterly tunnel. 

On 42d Street, between Fourth Avenue and Broad
way, the work has been carried forward with consider
able activity. At the turn from Fourth Avenue and 
42d Street, at the location of the 42d Street station, 
a large excavation has been made. There is another 
excavation at 42d Street and Madison Avenue for two 
blocks, . which includes the width of two tracks. Be
tween Fifth and Sixth Avenues the �cavation is about 
complete for the width of two tracks on the south 
side, and a considerable amount of steel has been built 
in. From Sixth Avenue to Broadway all the excava
tion has been done and nearly all df the steel is in 
place. The excavation at this point has been carried 
out by a process known as ' �slicing;" in which the roof 
is carried by temporary struts until the steel posts 
are in place, the balance of the material being sub
sequently removed without disturbing the roadway. 

From Long Acre Square to 45th Street there are 
intermittent stretches of excavation, but, as yet, no 
steel has been put in place. From 47th Street to 
50th Street the material has been excavated along the 
western side for a width of two tracks; the steel has 
been erected, and " slicing" has been commenced 'across 

to the eastern 
side 0 f t h e  
tunnel. Exca-

east to Fourth 
Avenue, a n d  
u p  F o u r t h  
A v e n u e  t o  
Forty - second 
Street. Here 
it will swing 
to the left, fol
lowing Forty

MAP OF THE NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT T IJNNEL SHOWING PROGRESS OF CONSTRUCTION. 

vation for two 
tracks has also 
b e e  n carried 
along on the 
eastern s i d  e 
f r o m  5 1 s t 
Street to 52d 
S t r e e t ,  and 
also from 53d 
Street to 57th 
Street, where 
the steel has 
been put in 
place. From 
57th Street to 
59th Street the 
western h a l  f 
of the tunnel 
i s excavated 
and the steel 
is being built 
in. Across the 
"Circle" a 1 1  
the excavation 
and steel work 
i s completed, 
a n d  experi
mental work i s  
being carried 
on at the sta
tion, which is 
located here, 
with a view tu 
d e t e r m i n 
ing the b e  s t 
kind of tiling 
to use in fin
ishing off the 
many stations 
t h r o u g h 
out the tunnel. 
From 60th to 
64th Street the 
excavation i s 
all done and 

second Street to Broadway, when it will turn to the 
north again and follow Broadway to 104th Street. 
At 104th Street it will split into two branches, the 
easterly branch diverging as a two-track structure, 
and passing diagonally beneath the northwest 
corner of Central Park to Lenox Avenue, which 
it will follow to 141st Street. Here it will swing 
to the right and pass beneath the Harlem River. From 
the river it will be carried, chiefiy as an elevated 
structure, to Bronx Park. The westerly branch will 
extend up Broadway as  a three-track structure from 
104th Street to 145th Street, and from 145th Street 
to the terminus at Bailey Avenue it will be a two
track structure. 

The work of excavation is advancing so rapidly that 
already orders have been given for the necessary 
steam and electrical plant for the power station, and 
John B. McDonald, the .contractor, and Chief Engineer 
William Barclay Parsons, with others, have left for 
London and Paris to inspect the underground systems 
in those cities and determine upon the best system of 
traction to employ on . the tunnel. We presume that 
this trip will include a visit to Budapest, and a 
thorough investigation of the Ganz system, for which 
the contractors of the underground railroads in Lon
don have lately claimed an economy of 30 per cent 
as compared with the ordinary direct-current system 

work is about half completed. Through Union Square 
from 14th to 17th Street the tunnel is entirely through 
rock, which here is met near the surface. The su.rface · 
tracks of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company 
have been moved over to the eastward until they are 
clear of the easterly line of the tunnel. Excavation 
has been carried out to grade al"ong the westerly side, 
and the rock is gradually being blasted back to the 
easterly line. From 19th Street to 22d Street three
quarters of the excavation is completed and half of 
the steel work has been erected. From 25th to 26th 
Street excavation has been carried on for about half 
the block, and is practically completed ; on the west 
side of the tunnel from 26th to 30th Street, the 
tunnel is  excavated aild . about three-quarters of the 
steel work completed. From 31st to 33d . Street exca,-a
tion has been completed for the full width of .;ne 
four tracks. 

An exceedingly interesting portion of the work is 
that which extends below the level of the Fourth 
Avenue tunnel. At this point the four-track tunnel 
divides into two two-track tunnels, each run1;ling below 
and somewhat to the side of the Fourth Avenue tunnel. 
Two shafts have been sunk at 34th Street and excava
tion has been completed in each tunnel for a distance 
of two blocks and a half. Between 40th and 41st 
Streets two shafts have been sunk and a top-heading 

about half of 
the steel is in place. From 64th to 72d Street about 
half of the excavation is completed, while from 72d 
Street to 81st Street nothing has, as yet, been done. 
Part of the excavation and steel work has been com
pleted between 81st Street and 84th Street. From 
86th Street to 89th . Street the tunnel has been 
excavated for the full width and the steel iyork and 
concreting finished. 

From 94th Street to 100th Street excavation has 
been done off and .on, and part of the steel has been 
placed. On the western branch of the road excava
tion has been more or less completed between 112th 
and 116th Streets, but no steel has been put in .. 
Another stretch of excavation existf'. between 120th 
and 123d Streets. About half of thE: foundations for 
the columns of the Viaduct acror,s the Manhattan 
Valley have been completed. Fr�m 135th to 137th 
Street the tunnel is completed,. with steel and con
crete in place. There are stretches of excavation from 
140th to 150th Street, :while from 155th to 160th Street 
the excavation is all done, and from 155th Street to 
159th Street the arched masonry has been constructed, 
except at the opening which is left for the station. 
At 167th Street and 181st Street two shafts have been 
sunk and the excavation has been run for about an 
eighth of a mile in each direction, north and south, 
while about a quarter of this excavation �as been 
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taken out to the full section of the tunnel. On the 
eastern branch of the road a shaft has been sunk at 
104th Street and Central Park West, and excavation 
for the top·heading has been pushed forward for 600 
feet in a northeasterly direction. The road is to be 
carried in tunnel diagonally across the northwestern 
corner of the Park, and at the northwestern exit 
about 200 feet of the heading has been driven. North 
of this about 350 feet of the two-track subway has been 
entirely completed, and the surface restored, and the 
traffic of the driveway has been running over it for 
several months. 

The work from 114th to 115th Street is practically 
completed, both excavation and steel work, and an
other completed stretch is found from 118th to 120th 
Street. From 120th Street to 124th Street the excava
tion is partly . done and much of the steel work has 
been erected� From 1 26th . to 128th Street there is a 
stretch in practically the same condition. From 
130th to 133d Street excavation is well under way, 
and in places the steel framing of the sides and walls 
has been erected. At the crossing beneath the Harlem 
River the excavation of the approaches on each side 
is  well under way. 

The progress of construction, as outlined above, 
is eminently satisfactory and reflects the greatest 
credit upon both engineers and contractors. If the 
present rate is maintained, the tunnel will probably 
be completed and traihs running · from nine months 
to a year before the contract date for completi on. 

In the following issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
we shall give a series of views showing the various 
methods of construction adopted in carrying out this 
great work. 

• • • • • 
WASTE -REAT AUXILIARY ENGINE. 

In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for March 24, 1900, we 
published an account of the waste-heat auxiliary en
gine which has been installed in the laboratory of  
the Royal Technical :t:Iigh School at  Charlottenburg 
by Prof. Josse. Even at that time this engine w/1-s 
considered to be an original and highly interesting 
experiment involving the efficiency of steam engines 
by utilizing the heat of the exhaust steam for evapo
rating another liquid having a lower boiling point 
than water, the process being the joint discovery of 
a Hamburg engineer, Herr G. Behrend, and Dr. Zim
merman, of Ludwigshafen. Through the courtesy of 
our Consul-general at Berlin, the Hon. Frank H.  
Mason, we are  able to  present our  readers with u 
most interesting series of pictures showing the latest 
developments in the waste heat auxiliary engine.  

It is well known that · It large proportion of thermal 
energy delivered to a steam engine from its boiler is 
lost in the unused steam which exhausts into the air by 
a non-condensing engine, or is  absorbed by the cold 
water of the condenser in a low-pressure machine. Mul
tiple expansion engines of high efficiency economize 
this waste power by using the steam successively 
in a second, third and even fourth cylinder, but even 
then the loss is considerable, being about eighty per 
cent of heat, namely, the difference between the tem
perature of the condenser, 140 deg. F., and that of the 
circulating water, which will average about 60 deg. 
F. The idea of the waste-heat auxiliary engine is  to 
utilize this wasted heat for evaporating a liquid which 
boils, and therefore volatilizes, at a much lower tem
perature than water. Two such liquids, ammonia and 
sulphur dioxide, have been successfully used in the 
refrigerating industry, for the reasons that sulphur 
dioxide has a viscous consistency and does not attack 
iron, but, on the contrary, lubricates it, and because 
the pressure of its vapors at the temperature of waste 
steam is readily controlled. It has therefore been 
used from the first as the best material for this pur
pose. At 140 deg. F. sulphur dioxide vapor has a 
pressure of 156  pounds to. the square inch, while at 
60 deg. F., the mean temperature of the cooling water 
in the condenser, the pressure is about 41 pounds per 
square inch, thus offering a range of 80 deg. F.  through 
which the exhaust steam from a steam engine will 
evaporate sulphur dioxide with such energy that its 
vapor will exert an expansive force. The conserva
tion of this expansive force of this mechanical motive 
power is the function of the "waste-heat," or as it 
is otherwise called, the "cold-steam engine." For this 
purpose an additional auxiliary single-cylinder engine 
is placed adjacent to th.e steam engine, and geared 
either to the same driving shaft or run independently 
with its own driviJig shaft and flywheel. The sulphur 
dioxide is evaporated by the exhaust steam heat in 
a special type of boiler called the "atomizer." The 
vapor thus generated passes through the cylinder, 
and its effective work being done, it escapes into the 
sulphur dioxide condenser, where it is condensed to 
liquid form and pumped back into the vaporizer, 
thus forming a cycle, and being used over and over 
again indefinitely. 

Although the process is technically direct and Simple, 
it was. found to possess many mechanical difficult1e�. 
All the joints and packing had to be made so perfect 
that, however great the pressure, none of the poisonous 
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dioxide gas o r  liquid should escape. I ii  the presence 
of air or water, the dioxide rapidly oxidizes into sul
phuric acid, which attacks iron and other metals. It 
is, therefore, necessary that the whole apparatus 
should 1;e air and water tight, and this to resist an 
internal pressure of 150 pounds per square inch re
quires the best materials and workmanship as well 
as intelligent" supervision. The surface condenser also 
offered great difficulties. A cold-vapor cylinder of 
10%-inch bore and 19Y:.!-inch stroke was attached to a 
150 ·horse power, · triple-expansion, Gorlitz engine of 
high efficiency, which is regularly employed by the 
Technical High School for electric lighting and experi
mental purposes. The engine, which is shown in one 
of our engravings, is of an improved modern type, 
the high and intermediate pressure cylinders being 
placed tandem and horizontal, while the low-pressure 
cylinder is vertical, and all three act upon the same 
crank and driving shaft. The cold-vapor cylinder is 
made of cast iron covered, not with a heating jacket, 
hut with a simple sheet iron casing packed with felt. 
It is proportioned for a maximum working pressure 
of 215 pounds. 

The vaporizer and condenser, which are also shown 
in our engravings, are of cyl ind:cical form and about 
10 feet in length. They are set in a steel frame, one 
above the other, and below will be noticed the pump 
which ejects the liquid dioxide coming from the con
denser up into the vaporizer, as shown underneath 
the condenser. Both contain a system of tubes very 
carefully fitted so as to prevent the leakage of water 
or dioxide. The vaporizer is  34% inches internal di
aweter and has about 753 square feet of heating sur
face, by which the exhaust steam of the engine acts 
upon the liquid dioxide and converts it into vapor. 
It then passes through the cold-vapor cylinder and 
returns to the condenser, which has an internal 
diameter of 41 inches and about 720 square feet of 
cooling surface. The valves are set in both pipe sys
tems so that sections can be cut out for examinatIon 
and repair without withdrawal of the dioxide. The 
feed pump is worked by an eccentric on the main 
shaft, and to operate it only three-quarters of one 
per cent of the power developed by the engi�e is 
required. The super-imposition of the vaporizin·g con
denser was rendered necessary on account of the lack 
of space, but they may be placed at any desired posi
tion convenient to the engine. The waste heat engine 
at the Technical High School has been run almost 
continuously for over a year without accident or any 
serious difficulty. When the storage batteries are 
being charged, it is run up to a speed of 168 revolu
tions per minute. 

In the report recently issued by Consul-General 
Mason appears the following statement :  

The load has been a direct-connected continuous
current dynamo, with a rated output, at 150 revolu
tions, of 400 amperes and 240 volts, which, as the 
official report states, was sometimes overloaded as 
high as 40 per cent as a means of testing the increased 
capacity obtained by the addition of the waste-heat 
cylinder. The result, in respect to both steam con
sumption and electrical output, has been measured by 
the highly perfected standardized instruments and 
method s  with which the Technical High School is 
fully equipped. The complete official record is  too 
elaborate and technical for comprehension by other 
than an expert reader ; but it will be sufficient for 
the present purpose to say that as a net result, thfl 
waste-heat engine delivered an additional energy equal 
to 34.2 per cent of that of the triple-expansion steam 
engine. Its economy is measured by the fact that, 
when working, it enabled the · steam consumption to 
be reduced from 11 .2  pounds to 8 .36  pounds per indi
cated horse power hour, a very successful result 
when the smallness of the unit is  considered. The 
same proportionate saving in large engines of 2,000 
or 3 ,000 horse power would constitute a highly im
portant economy in these days of costly fuel and in
satiable· demand for vast steam power in electrical 
power and lighting stations. 

While these careful and continuous experiments have 
been in progress at the Technical High School, a cold
vapor-engine plant has been constructed, put in opera
tion, and tested in actual daily service a.t the central 
station of the Berlin Electrical Works in Markgrafen 
Strasse. Thi s is the oldest of the power stations of 
the company, and is equipped with what is  now con
sidered relatively small units, viz., vertical compound 
engines of 360 horse power, of Belgian construction, 
which have an average steam consumption of 18.35 
pounds per indicated horse power hour. With a steam 
consumption as high as this, there is abundant chance 
for economy by utilizing the waste hot. Moreover, 
this was a case in which more power was urgently 
needed at the station. Either the cold-vapor auxiliary 
plant or new ste2lJl boiler and engine had to be sup
plied. 

Accordingly, a cold-vapor engine of· 175 horse power 
was built by Freund, of Berlin, and put in operation 
in May of this year. It is a single, horizontal cylinder 
machine, the piston being 17%, inches in diameter, 

with 20-inch stroke, and, unlike the smaller engine at 
Charlottenbnrg, is  geared independently to a directly 
coupled dynamo, which feeds into the service cables 
of the company. Working thus as a separate unit; the 
efficiency of the cold-vapor engine can be measured and 
recorded with great precision, and the net result may 
be condensed into the statement that at an average 
speed of 130 revolutions per minute, it delivers 150 
brake horse power-an addition of 41 .7  per cent to the 
working energy of the compound steam engine, from 
which it receive I' and utilizes the waste heat in form 
of exhaust steam. What this means will be made more 
plain when it is considered that the combined power 
stations of the Berlin Electrical Supply Company con
tain steam engines which, with an average steam con
sumption of 12.3 pounds per indicated horse power 
hour, have a total output of 142,300 horse power, to 
which, by the use of cold-vapor engines, there may be 
added 55,000 horse power without increasing by so 
much as a pound the consumption of coal. The system 
adapts itself with especial readiness to large plants 
which, like power and lighting stations in growing 
cities and towns, have to meet a steadily increasing 
demand for current. This the cold-vapor engine en
ables th.lm to do without increase of boiler or steam
engine capacity, by simply saving heat energy which 
has previously gone to waste. 

Although it has been from the first in careful and 
scientific hands, it need hardly be said that the dioxide
vapor engine is as yet in the infancy of its development 
and application. It has been regarded with skepticism 
and incredulity by most practical engineers in this 
country, but these have yielded to the hard logic of 
its demonstrated efficiency. It has not yet been tested 
on shipboard, but it is believed that in view of the 
tremendous losses of heat energy in the condensers of 
an ocean greyhound, the abundance of cooling water, 
and with all the incentive to fuel economy at sea, its 
most important future application may be in connec
tion with marine engines. It has not yet been tested 
with the waste heat ' of furnaces, although it .is well 
known that even in the· best installations, from 20 to . '  '':,) J 
25 per cent of the thermal energy generated by the 
burning c,?al esc;apes uP . the chimney. The burnt gases 
and heated cooling wate·r of gas engines are also a 
leak of wasted energy which the cold-vapor engine may 
in future serve to close. Experience shows that in 
an average gas engine, not more than 26 per cent of 
the thermal energy of the gas is  transformed into work, 
while 71 per cent is  carried off in the waste gases and 
water of circulation. The gas engine is only less waste
ful than the steam engine ; both leave a wide margin 
of loss to be garnered and saved by the resources of 
modern science. 

The report of Prof. Josse, from: which the foregoing 
results are · derived, goes extensively into the question 
of comparative costs of installation. Condensed to their 
most concise compass, his conclusions are that a com
bined steam-waste-heat plant of 1,600 horse power, in
cluding compound steam engines of 1, 200 indicated 
horse power" and a ·cold-vapor plant of 400 indicated 
horse power, complete in every detail, would cost in 
Germany 212,000 marks ( $50,456 ) ,  while a triple-ex
pansion steam engine of 1,600 horse power, without 
vapor engine, would cost 206,000 marks ( $49,028 ) ,  a 
difference of only $1,424, which, with steam coal at 
$4.15 per ton, as at Berlin, would be saved in a short 
time by the cold-vapor auxiliary. 

Coming down to actual facts, the net cost of the 175 
horse power waste-heat-engine plant at the Markgrafen 
Strasse power station was 49,700 marks ( $11,828.60 ) ,  
and of a gas-engine plant, also of 175 horse power, 
47,625 marks ($11,334.75 ) ,  a difference so slight as to 
be negligible in presence of other and more important 
considerations. 

• • • • •  
New Eleetrlc Cars I n  London. 

It is  intended to pri.ivide sufficient rolling stock for 
the operation of a three-minute service between Fins· 
bury Park and Moorgate Street, London, says The 
Trade Journals' Review. Each train is to consist of 
seven cars, the two end cars and the center one being 
provided with motors. The scheduled time for the 
run is 1 3 y:'!  minutes, inclusive of three intermediate 
stops of 20 seconds each. This stopping time seems · 
unnecessarily long, as 10 seconds should be quite 
enough with a smart train crew. The plant at the 
generating station will comprise four vertical cross
compound condensing engines, developing 1,250 indi
cated horse power as a normal load and 1,875 indicated 
horse power as a maximum, when running at 100 
revolutions per minute. Each engine is to be coupled 
direct to an 800:kilowatt generator mounted between 
the cranks. These generators will have 1 4 poles, and 
are designed to give 525 volts at no load and 575 at 
full load. Current will be collected from a third 
rail weighing 80 pounds per yard, and supported .on 
porcelain insulators. There are to be 36 motor cars, 
each mounted on two 4-wheeled trucks. The three 
motor cars en each train will be operated as a Single 
unit by means of a suitable connection and controlling 
gear. 



THE ELECTRIC CABLE SPAN AT CARQUINEZ. 
The longest span in any electric power transmission 

line operated on the American continent, if not indeed 
anywhere in the world, is  that of the Bay Counties 
Power Company of San Francisco across the Straits 
of Carquinez, a comparatively narrow waterway separ
ating Solano and Contra Costa counties of California, 
and connecting San Pablo and Suisun Bays, which 
latter form the northerly extremity of San Francisco 
Bay. The swinging of the electric cables, which cover 
the horizontal distance of 4,427 feet in a single span 
that has a clearance of 206 feet above extreme high 
tide, constitutes one of the most remarkable engineer
ing achievements of the age ; and how greatly it exceeds 
all previous performances of the kind will be appreci
ated when it is stated that, previous to the construction 
of the Carquinez span, the most �otable example of 
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back of this a gradual incline, culminating at an ele
vation of 400 feet about half a mile back from the 
water's edge. The Carquinez span extends from the 
400-foot elevation mentioned to the summit of the 
bluff on the opJ;Josite shore, passing directly over the 
town of Eckley with its stores, warehouses, etc. In 
planning the span numerous exactions had to be kept 
in mind, one of which 'Was the provision imposed by 
the United States government to the effect that a clear 
headroom of at least 200 feet should be allowed for 
vessels. This was stipulated in order to insure the 
free passage of any craft afloat, the peak of the 
"Shenandoah," the largest vessel in the American 
merchant marine, being 194 feet above the waterline. 

The cables are supported in the great span by two 
steel towers. The one on the bluff, known as the 
"main" tower, is 225 feet in height, and the one on 
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i s  subject to a maximum compressive strain of 
132,510 pounds. The main tower is supported by 
twelve concrete piers with the corner ones arranged 
in a quadrangle measuring 69 by 89 feet between the 
pier centers. Each of the corner piers is a cube of 
concrete having eight-foot sides. The piers are in 
reality designed more to give weight as anchorages 
than to serve as foundations. Each of the smaller 
towers is supported on four piers of concrete. 

The support of the cables from the towers repre
sents an achievement of no inconsiderable magnitude, 
since each cable exerts a pull of twelve tons on its 
anchorages. The insulators weigh about fifty pounds 
each, and every insulator was subjected, previous to 
installation, to long-continued tests of 120,000 volts. 
There is an extreme variation in temperature of 60 
deg. at Carquinez, so that there may be a d1fference 

Carrying Cable Across the Straits of Carquinez. 

General View of the Straits of Carquinez, Showing the Four Cables and the 
lIlaln Tower. 

Glass-Covered Entrance to Anchorage of Cables. The Leaning Tower of Carquinez Span. 

THE GREATEST ELECTRIC CABLE SPAN EVER ERECTED-BPAN, 4,427 FEET. 

such construction was found in a sheer stretch of 
1,500 feet of cable across the Columbia River in 
British Columbia. 

At the point on the Straits of Carquinez selected 
for the spanning of the cables the water is about 
2,750 feet wide, with a depth ranging up to 120 feet, 
and through this gap flow the · waters of the Sacra
mento and San Joaquin Riverl? There is also an ocean 
tide of about five feet. There is thus produced con
stantly a heavy and dangerous current-a current so 
strong, in fact, as to render impracticable the laying 
or operation of high-tension, submarine cables. 

On one side of the Straits where the crOSSing is 
made 1S a bluff, rising to a height of 162 feet above 
extreme high tide. On the oppOSite side there is a 
hilI rising about 100 feet from the water's edge, and 

the gradually rising ground opposite is 64 feet high, 
the latter structure being known as the "south" 
tower. The south tower 'is located ' so high on the 
hillside that its top is fully 80 feet higher than the 
top of the lofty main tower, . and thus the lowest point 
of sag in the span is thrown off the lineal center 
between the two towers. In order to bring the 
cables down to anchorages, only 1,700 feet back of the 
main tower, there was constructed a third structure 
known as the "leaning" tower, and which has an 
inclination of thirteen degrees from the perpendicu
lar. 

Steel and iron have been used almost exclusively 
in the construction of all these towers. Estimating 
the maximum wind pressure at 40 pounds a square 
foot, each of the four corner posts of the main tower 

during the year of five feet in the sag of the cables, 
a difference which will cause a travel of fully two 
inches to occur in the cables running over the sheaves 
of the main tower. 

Each cable has an individual anchorage consisting 
of a mass of concrete nine by ten feet in size and five 
feet high, set into the bedrock. The cable is turned 
around- a two-foot sheave and secured with clamps 
and clips. There is an ' independent housing for each 
anchorage, and the cable enters by way of a circular 
hole six inches in diameter cut through the center 
of the plate glass which forms the front of the inclos
ure. The cables are "dead·ended" at the anchorages, 
power beilJg delivered to or taken from them by 
means of taps. Only three cables are ever in 'use at 
one time, the fourth invariably being held in reserve. 
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The provision of this extra cable also makes it -possi
ble to overhaul or repair any cable at any time. 

The cables of the Carquinez span are of solid plow 
steel, with solid steel core. In the twisted strand are 
nineteen wires, including the core, and the strand has 
a diameter of seven-eighths of an inch. 
The erection of the cables comprised a 
highly interesting feature of the work of 
construction. When the four cables, each 
6,400 feet long, were in readiness, the .ends 
were hauled up to the south anchorage by 
windlass and secured to the anchorage sys
tem. The reels, one at a time, were then 
carried across the Straits on a self-pro
pelling steam barge, paying out the cable 
as they went. 011 the north shore the 
donkey hoisting engine for pulling up the 
cables was located near the leaning tower 
previously mentioned, or some 1,800 feet 
from the landing. Leading from the en· 
gine through a block in the anchorage and 
over both the leaning and main · towers was 
run a hemp line which was utilized to pull 
over the slack end of the cable. The four 
cables were rai sed in five days. Some idea 
of the power required to pull up the cables 
may be gained from the fact that when 
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in the Colga.te powElr house have a capacity of 3,QOIi 
horse power each, makiIlg them the largest horizontal 
shaft dynain()s . driven by water power in the world. 
Similarly, the buckets used on the water-wheels are 
the largest and heaviest ever made for · a wheel of 

Drones. Workers. Queen Cell. Honey. 

This record of the great wealth represented in a 
comparatively obscure food product is all the more 
remarkable when it is remembered that the apiarian 
industry in the United States. is practically a develop· 
ment of the last forty years, although isolated indio 

viduals were engaged in the work long 
prior to that time. In the score of years 
from 1869 to 1889 the American production 
of honey was quadrupled, increasing from 
less than fifteen million pounds annually to 
nearly sixty-four million pounds annually ; 
and the closing decade of the century wit
nessed a growth proportionately greater, 
since the estimated output of the closing 
year of the cycle, as given above, is very 
much more than double that recorded ten 
years ago. The bee-keeping industry, how
ever, far from having reached the acme of 
possible development, would appear to be 
only just entering upon an era of even more 
remarkable growth, and it is estimated by 
the authorities of the apiarian world that 
the .present existing flora of the United 
States could undoubtedly support, with the 
same average profit, ten times the number 
of colonies of bees now to be found in the 
land. 

the sag of a cable was such that it touched 
the surface of the water, its length was 
4 ,535 feet and the strain was 9,000 pounds ;  

FRAME O F  COMB FROM THE BROOD NEST O F  A COLONY THAT HAS The bee family is made up of several 
distinct types, including the hive ·bee, 

when 120 feet above the surface, the length of span 
was 4,482 feet and the strain 12,750 pounds ; and 
when in final position the length was 4,448 feet and 
the strain 22,500 pounds. 

The electrical power which is  transmitted via the 
Carquinez span is derived from the Yuba River. The 
initial electric pressure for distribution is 40,000 
volts ; but this is to be increased to 50,000; and ult!-

WORKER BEE AND STING. 

mately to 60,000 or 70,000 volts, in order to mmlmize 
the losses incurred in transmitting the power for long 
distances. The three generating stations haVe an 
aggregate capacity of 23,000 horse power, and the 
cOJIlpany possesses water rights for 20,000 horse 
power additional. 

One supplementary power house contains three 500 
horse power dynamos, while the main power house at 
Colgate has a capacity of 18,000 horse power. In 
building the great flume more than 8,000,000 feet of 
lumber were used. This flume has a capacity of 23,000 
cubic feet of water a minute. Three of the dynamos 

RECENTLY CAST A SWARM. 

tangential jet. It may be mentioned in conclusion 
that the Carquinez span is nearly three times the 
length of the Brooklyn Bridge, and is therefore the 
longest single span between two supports which the 
world has ever seen. 

.. . . . .. 
BEE-KEEPING IN THE UNITED STATES. 

BY WALDON FAWCETT. 
The general public is prone to think of bee-keeping 

merely as an adjunct of agricultural operations, but in 
reality it has attained during the past few years to the 
position of a very important American industry. Ex
tensive apiaries have been established, and thousands 
of persons in various parts of the country are devot
ing their entire time to the scientific fostering of 
honey production. Something of the scope of the 
operations now being carried on may be imagined 
from the fact that there are now in the United States 
considerably over one hundred apiarian societies, 
eight periodicals published solely in the interests of 
�he industry, and fifteen steam factories for the manu
facture of beehives and apiarian implements. 

It is estimated that there are fully three hundred 
thousand persons engaged in the culture of bees in 
this country at the present time. In the absence of 
any method of securing official statistics from year to 
year, many estimates have been made of the quantity 
of honey produced annually on this side of the Atlan
tic, and though the figures presented have invariably 
seemed extravagant to the uninitiated, the statements, 
there is  every reason to believe, have been, without 
exception, highly conservative. Prominent beekeepers 
who undertook, a year or two ago, to form some idea 
of how much honey is  produced in the country came 
to the conclusion that at least fifty thousand pounds 
is stored in sections every year, while they assumed 
that one hundred thousand pounds of extracted honey 
is  produced-an ' aggregate of one hundred and fifty 
thousand pounds. The beekeepers, however, were 
probably too modest in their claims, for their calcu
lations showed the annual honey crop of the country 
to be worth $10,000,000, whereas the officials of the 
United States Department of Agriculture who have 
made an especial study of the subject place the valua
tion at fully double that figure. 

COItB BUILDEBS HANGING IN CLUSTERS, SECBETING WAX. 

bumble bee, carpenter bee, leaf-cutter and 
the stingless honey bee of the American tropics. 
Strictly speaking, the apiarian industry concerns itself 
only with the hive bee, although the plan of introduc
ing the stingless bees from tropical America has 
frequently been considered. It is admitted that this 
latter class of insects might be kept in the warmer 
parts of the country, but the fact that their honey 
yield is small and not easily harvested makes it 

CLUSTER OF QUEEN CELLS. 

problematical whether the attempt is justifiable. 
Passing by the varieties of hive bees which are natives 
of Asia and Africa, we find in America at the present 
time a variety of distinct bee families. The commol' 
brown or German bee was imported · from Eun:: ' 

ItAKING COMB FOUNDATION. 



during the seventeenth century and is now to be 
found in every section of the Union from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific. Other races-all introduced during the 
last half century-include the Egyptian, Italian, 
Cyprian, Syrian, the Palestine, the Carniolan and the 
Tunisian. Almost all of these races have become 
to a greater or less extent hybridized with the brown 
or German race. 

Each colony of bees in good condition at the opening 
of a season contains a laying queen and some thirty 
thousand to forty thousand worker-bees, or six to 
eight quarts by measurement. It is  quite possible, 
too, that several hundred drones may be included in 
such an assemblage. Under normal conditions the 
queen lays all of the eggs which are deposited in the 
hive, being capable of depositing as many as four 
thousand in a day. Upon the workers, or females, 
devolves all the labor of gathering honey, secreting 
wax and building combs. The drones, or males, are 
not a factor save in contributing somewhat to the 
general warmth of the hive necessary to the develop
ment of the brood. 

The food of honey bees is found in pollen and honey. 
Pollen, the fertilizing dust of fiowers, is  carried home 
by the bees in small pellets held in basket-like depres
sions on each of the hind legs. The liquid secreted in 
the nectaries of fiowers i s  usually quite thin, and 
much of the water which it contains must be eliminated 
either during the transportation of the nectar to the 
hive or after it has been stored temporarily in open 
cells. To transform this nectar with its raw, rank 
taste into the greatest of table luxuries is one of the 
chief functions of the worker-bees. Workers are 
stationed in lines near the hive entrances, and by inces
sant buzzing of their wings drive currents of air 
into and out of the hive and over the comb surface. 
The loud buzzing of the bees frequently heard in the 
vicinity of a hive at . night is due to the action of the 
wings of the little workers busily engaged in ripening 
nectar. When a considerable portion of the water 
has been eliminated and the disagreeable odors and 
fiavors driven off, the finished product is  stored in 
waxen cells, and seals in the form of waxen caps are 
speedily put in place. 

The successful manipulation of bees is  one of the 
most delicate of tasks and requires skill and experi
ence. A majority of professional bee manipulators 
in time grow somewhat indifferent to stings, since 
they become so thoroughly inoculated with the poison 
of the bee that the pain of the sting is less severe 
and the swelling slight. Moreover, with a number 
of t�e races of bees recently introduced into this 
country the avoidance of stings is simply a question 
of care in the manipulation of the insects combined 
with a free use of smoke. Even in utilizing this 
latter safeguard, however, care must be exercised, for 
the idea is  to simply alarm and subjugate the bees 
with the smoke and not to stupefy them. The time 
usually selected by expert bee-growers for the manipu
lation of swarms is Vl!"hen most of the bees are busy 
in the fields. The young bees left at home are most 
easily controlled, and the old ones upon their return 
are, as ' a  rule, b eavily laden with the fruits of their 
foraging expedition. 

Apiaries may, of course, be established at almost 
any season of the year, but the spring is decidedly 
the most favorable time and that usually selected. 
Bee-masters usually sell colonies of pure I talian or 
Carniolan bees, in securely constructed hives, at prices 
ranging from six to eight dollars a colony. The bee
keeper needs but few implements.

' 
If he has a com

paratively limited number of hives his aggregate 
expense need not exceed six dollars, the sum neces
sary for the purchase of a smoker, a wax extractor 
and a few queen-introducing cages. To secure the 
best results it is necessary to have constructed hives 
that are not only adapted to the nature of the bees, 
but also to the climate of the particular locality. The 
hives must be so constructed also that while able to 
retain the warmth of the bees in outdoor wintering 
and keep the rain from beating in, they still provide 
for the escape of moisture. Dozens of labor-saving 
devices have within the past few years been intro
duced into the apiarian world, and bees are now even 
given artificial outlines of cells as a basis for comb 
building. 

The process of extracting honey is  another opera
tion wherein care is necessary. The filled combs, as 
fast as removed from the hives, are placed in a light 
case the size of a hive, or a tin can made especially 
for the purpose, covered closely to prevent the access 
of robber bees and taken to the extracting room, 
which i s  bee-proof. The uncapping knife, held in 
hot water when not in use, is passed rapidly under the 
capping of the sealed combs, the point of it being 
used to reach depressed surfaces. The loosened cap
pings drop into a sieve resting over a pan, or into 
the upper part of a can especially designed to receive 
cappings. The small amount of honey removed with 
the cappings drains through the strainer and is drawn 
off below. The uncapped combs are placed in the 
extractor at once. In this branch of honey capture 
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three perSOlUl usually work togtfther-one .Nmovill"g the 
surplull ooses or com.bs trom tlIe btves, 'freeing them. of 
their bees and bringing them tnto the extl'actlng room, 
where two assistants uncap and extra�t the honey. 
The honey extractor itself consists of a large can 
within which a light metal basket revolves. The 
full combs of honey from which, as explained, the 
cappings of the cells have been removed, are placed 
inside the basket and after several rapid revolutic>ns 
by means of a simple gearing are found to have been 
emptied of their contents. The combs, only very 
slightly damaged, can then be returned to the hives 
to be refilled by the bees. If  extra ' sets of combs are 
at hand to supply as rapidly as the bees need the 
room in which to store honey, great yields can often 
be obta,ined. 

The progressive, present-day apiarist does not look 
for the production of wax in so great a proportion 
compared with his honey yield as did the old-time 
box-hive bee-keeper. The latter obtained much of 
his honey for the market by crushing the combs and 
straining it out, leaving the crushed combs to be 
melted up for their wax. Frequent los'ses of bees in 
wintering and through queenlessness also gave more 
combs for melting, as without hive frames, honey
extractors; comb-foundation machines and the other 
new modern devices the vacated combs were seldom 
used a second time. The wax from the pressed combs 
was all marketed, since there could be but little home 
use for it. 

The bee-keeper of to-day, however, as  has been 
noted, after having removed the honey from the combs 
by centrifugal force, returns them, but slightly injured, 
to be refilled by the bees, and at the end of the season 
these combs are stored away for successive years or 
else the surplus is marketed as stored-that is, without 
cutting. Nowadays the only source of wax produc
tion is found in the cappings of the combs, occasional 
broken combs, etc. However, since the marketable 
price per pound of extracted honey is u sually not 
less than one-third and that of comb honey one-half 
the price of wax, while it requires some twelve or 
fifteen pounds of honey to produce one pound of comb, 
it may readily be appreciated that it is far more profit
able to turn the working force, in so far as pOSSible, 
to the production of honey instead of wax. 

Not only is there only such production of wax as 
may be secured without lowering the yield of honey, 
but even what wax is taken is practically turned into 
honey the following year, for it is made into comb 
foundation which, judiciously used, increases, in turn, . 
the season's yield of honey. Wax being so much more 
valuable than honey, it behooves the bee-keeper to 
preserve even the smallest pieces of comb. The old 
way of rendering wax was to put the combs into a 
sack made of some open stuff, weight this down in a 
kettle of water and boil for some time. The wax 
rose, and when cold was removed in a cake. The new 
approved plan of rendering is by means of the solar 
wax-extractor. The machine is placed in a sunny 
spot and filled with wax cappings or bits of comb. As 
the direct rays of the sun strike it, the melted wax 
trickles through a strainer and collects in a tin placed 
at the lower edge of the tank or melter. The cake is 
removed each morning. When the solar apparatus is 
not available, wax is rendered by steam heat. 

• •  e, • 
A ll Interview- w-Ith M. Santo ll-Domont. 

An authorized article · on the Brazilian aeronaut 
M.  Santos-Dumont appears in the November Century 
from the pen of Sterling Heilig : 

This young Brazilian inventor works for the love 
of the thing, not for lucre. He has never felt moved 
to apply for a single patent. He is a son of the 
"Coffee King" of Brazil, the proprietor of the Santos
Dumont plantations of Sao Paulo, the friend of the 
former Emperor Dom Pedro, and the benefactor and 
adviser of Whole populations. Santos-Dumont, the 
father, although a Brazilian by birth and nationality, 
was French by descent, and had his technical educa
tion at the Ecole Centrale ( Arts anil Industries ) in 
Paris. Thanks to this education, he was the first 
to apply scientific methods to BI'RZlUan coffee-culture, 
so that his plantations became the most fiourishing 
in the land, having four million coffee-plants, occupy
ing nine thousand labOrers, comprising towns" manu
factories, docks, and steamships, and served by one 
hundred and forty-six miles of private railroads. It 
was on these railroads that the young Santos-Dumont, 
before he was twelve years of age, drove locomotive
engines for his pleasure, and developed the taste for 
mechanics and invention which saved ' him, coming 
young and rich to Paris, from a life of mere sporting 
leisure. Until eighteen years of age, when he com
pleted his education at the University of Rio de 
Janeiro, he remained in Brazil, al�ays returning 
in vacation-time to the wild baCk-countrY : of the ]llan
tation, where he became a mighty hunter, :kUUng 'Wild 
pigs and tigers I,>y preference, and grmt. :BlfIikeB lIut 
of a sense of duty. 

Arriving in Europe in 1891, he made a tourist trip, 
and ' ascended Mont Blanc. A part of 1891 and 1892 
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he spent t)etween London and Brighton, perfecting his 
English, which he now speaks as well and as often as 
French ; but he always returned to PariS, where in 
1892 he was already driving automobiles. In 1894 he 
made a short trip to the United States, visiting New 
York, Chicago and Boston. He did not begin balloon
ing until 1897, in the summer of which year he made 
his first ascent in company with the late M. Machuron. 
In the same year he made twenty other ascensions, 
a number of them unaccompanied, and became a reli
able pilot of spherical balloons. He was, indeed, an 
ideal figure for the sport, uniting remarkable strength. 
agility and coolness to his jockey's weight of scarcely 
one hundred pounds. For this rea.son he was able 
to lower the volume of the "Brazil," his first spherical 
balloon, to the unusual minimum of one hundred and 
thirteen cubic meters. The little "Brazil" was always 
filled with hydrogen, and after each ascension he 
never failed to bring it back with him in his valise. 

AN INTREPID AUTOMOBILE CHAUFFEUR. 
This Brazilian has neither the structure, the com

plexion nor the exuberant gestures of the men of his 
country. He is pale, cold, and phlegmatic, even, if the 
words may be applied to one so active. In his mo
ments of greatest enthusiasm and of most lively dis
appointment he is  always the same ; and he is  as 
free from affectation as a child. He has a weakness 
for driving dog-cart tandems, and-something Which 
has had a vital infiuence over his career as a balloon
ist-he has been an intrepid automobile chauffeur 
from the first. 

He began with a Peugeot roadster of two and a half 
horse power. He has since owned and driven half a 
dozen automobiles of continually increasing speed and 
power, his longest trip without stop being taken in 
1898, between Nice and Paris, and accomplished with 
a six horse power Panhard in fifty-four hburs. Lat
terly he has abandoned petroleum in favor of elec
tricity, in a dainty light-running American buggy 
manufactured in Chicago. It serves him, he says, 
better than the more troublesome teuf-teuf for his 
morning spin through the Bois and his afternoon 
errands from the balloon-maker's at Vaugirard to his 
apartment in the Avenue des Champs-Elyslies, and 
from ' .the Aliro Club's ground at St. Cloud to the 
Automobile Club in the Place de la Concorde. "I was 
once enamored of petroleum automobiles, because of 
their freedom," he explains. "You can buy the essence 
everywhere ; and so, at a moment's notice, one is at 
liberty to start off for Rome or St. Petersburg. But 
when I discovered that I did not want to go to Rome 
or St. Petersburg, but only to take short trips about 
Paris, I went in for the electric buggy. 

"I got my first idea of putting an automobile motor 
under a cigar-shaped balloon filled with hydrogen gas 
while returning from the Paris-Amsterdam automobile 
race in 1897," he said when he began giving me this 
interview. "From the

' 
beginning everybody was 

agatnst the idea. I was told that an explosive gas
engln'e would ignite the hydrogen in the balloon above 
it, and that the resulting explosion would end the 
experiment with my life. Lachambre, my balloon
constructor, went to work without enthusiasm. So 
far from others 'convincing me that their notions were 
worth taking up,' as has been said, I met with nothing 
but discouragement." 

Such a categorical statement ought to dispose of the 
legend of a young "Mrecenas of balloon-builders," who 
"does not set up himself to invent machines, only to 
judge of those which inventors bring to him, and of 
the work done by the mechanics  he employs." Col. 
Renard's assertion that M. Santos-Dumont is not a man 
of science, but un sportsman de Z'aerostation qui a 

beaucoup de crlinerie ( an aerostatic sportsman who 
has a great deal of swagger ) is equally inexact. 
Sufficiently at home in mathematical mechanics to 
make the calculations which necessarily preceded not 
only the construction of his various air-ships, but 
their very idea, sufficiently practised and ingenious to 
make his own models, the young inventor owes no 
more to his constructors and hired mechanics than he 
does to his theoretical friends. 

. . . ' . 
Improvelnen'lI in Champagne Mannt·ac.ore. 

Certain improvements have been introduced in cham
pagne manufacture. As is well known, the wine is 
bottled and placed in racks in an inclined position. 
The bottles are turned regularly, the idea being to 
cause all the impurities in the wine to reach the cork. 
The old cork is  finally removed at a certain stage 
of the process in order that the final liquor
ing and corking may be done. Formerly it 
was the universal practice in the momentary 
removal of , the cork to allow the deposit to 
be sprayed out by the pressure of the gas with just 
enough of the contents of the bottle to remove the 
substance, which would be cloudy, and damage the 
wine. Of late years an ingeniouS freezing machine 
has been introduced tp freeze solid a .thin wedge next 
the cork of' just the needed thickness to remove all that 
need not remain .  This reduces the waste of wine from 
8 per cent to 12 per cent. 
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C ���e.pOll�ence . 
' .. he Aeroplane ProblelD. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN : 
In your issue of August 17 you ask what aeroplane 

men are doing, they are not heard_ of, and probably 
discouraged by risk. Speaking tersely, I for one am 
doing my best, absolutely unnoticed, and with the 
courage derived from the knowledge that if I steadily 
persevere for a little while longer I shall make some 
sort of flight with the minimum of danger. 

To amplify my remarks : Like other flying-machine 
men, I think I could do strokes with ample means ; 
such not being available, I pile every spare minute 
and scrap of ingenuity into the construction of the 
smallest apparatus that is capable of carrying me 
for ten minutes. 

I lost a year over an abortive four-cylinder oil 
motor, and am now well on with a high-pressure steam 
engine and pipe boiler. The propeller, though novel 
to look at, is  constructed on well-known principles, 
and leads the show ; that is, it is right forward. 

The lifting surface consists of a number of cells, 
constructed as in my 25-foot kites and boomed in 
the way your kitemakers disapprove of. 

My situation is horizontal, with left hand to the 
stop-valve and right to the tiller. I have bought 
the best situation for aeronautical work on Sydney 
Harbor, and my machine is to float on three buoys 
of the least displacement and head-resistance pos-
sible. LAW. HARGRAVE. 

New South Wales, September 16, 1901. 

AN INGENIOUS WRITIN G MACHINE, 
At the last annual exhibition of the work of the 

students of the Free Evening Classes of the Society 
of Mechanics and Tradesmen of New York city, there 
was exhibited a piece of apparatus that attracted 
much attention, both because of the ingenuity of its 
conception and because of the fact that, though some· 
what complicated, the entire mechanism, with minor 
exceptions, was made by hand in wood. The apparatus 
was the outcome of a problem in machine design 
given to the senior class in mechanical drawing. 
The class had been considering the prinCiples of 
automatic machinery, and for the completion of a 
series of cam-problems they were asked to design 
a machine with which to write their own initials. 
Many interesting and ingenious solutions were made 
by the class, each distinctively individual. One of 
the students, Mr. Henry T. Harra, after making a 
full set of working drawings of his solution of the 
problem, decided to make a model of his drawings, 
with the result shown in our engraving. 

Cash register paper is fed from a roll through a 
series of tension rollers, across the plate 
upon which the pencil is actuated, and 
is drawn on its course by two larger 
tension rollers, and finally cut off into 
the desired card lengths by a knife whose 
action is controlled by the periphery 
of the cam on the extreme left of the 
row of cams. Upon the side of this 
cam is cut a positive-acting groove, which 
has for a follower a pawl engaging with 
the ratchet wheel engaged to turn the 
larger tension rollers through bevel 
gears, so as to feed a card length during 
each cycle of the machine's action. The 
other two larger cams control the swing 
of the pencil through its various draw
ings of the required initials ; in this case 
�. T. H., shown inverted in the cut. The 
smallest cam, by tripping, raises and 
lowers the pencil for the space between 
letters and to afford an_ opportunity for 
the paper to be moved along for another 
writing. 

... . ... 

The Pollok Prize. 

It is announced from Havre that the 
members of the international jury ap
pointed to award the Pollok Prize for 
life-saving apparatus and for the pre
vention of collisions at sea have con
cluded their examination of the models 
sent in, which have been exhibited in a 
shed belonging to the Havre Chamber of Commerce. 
The jury, while recognizing th

-
e endeavors made to 

provide greater safety in navigation, finds that none 
of the schemes submitted meets one of the objects to 
be attained, and, therefore, it  does not award the prize. 

• • • •  
The famous Reale Accademia dei Lincei of Rome 

doef! not elect many members to its distinguished body, 
but has, however, elected eight foreign members, and 
among them are Dr. S.  P. Langley, secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Charles D. Wolcott, director 
of the United States Geological Survey, and Prof .  
Edward C. - Pickering, Director of the llarvard ColJo�e 
Observatory. 

Jeitu t if ic �tutrieau. 
THE LEATHER TURTLE. 

BY lII. O. FREDEB1CK. 
There was recently captured in the Santa Barbara 

Channel a huge. turtle of a kind never seen before by 
the fishermen who found it entangled in the kelp from 
which it was trying to extricate itself. It proved to 
be the seldom-met-with and little-known Sphargis 

coriacea, or leather turtle ( also called Luth, or Der

matochelys coriacea ) and attracted crowds of people 
as it hung in the meat market previous to being sent 

THE LEATHER TURTLE. 

to a taxidermist. Audubon gave it the name of trunk 
turtle, because its thick, leathery skin resembles the 
.:lId deerskin·covered trunks. Others have called it 
the harp or lyre turtle, the longitudinal ribs suggesting 
that instrument. 

About twelve years ago a sphargis was caught off 
Coronado. The eminent naturalist, Prof. Ward, of 
Rochester, N. Y., who was at Coronado at the time, 
was greatly interested in the turtle, as he stated but 
few museums of either continent possess a specimen, 
and but few naturalists have ever seen a living one. 

A MACHINE THAT WRITES INITIALS. 

Prof. Ward could find no record of its bemg round 
on the Pacific Coast, and concluded that naturalists 
did not know of its presence in these waters. Since 
Agassiz remarks in one of his works that "in three 
centuries the species has not been observed more 
than nine times in Europe," the fact that at least two 
have been captured on the coast of Southern California 
within a dozen years is worthy of note. 

Living in the high seas, and apparently at home in 
all waters, the sphargis has so successfully eluded 
the investigations of man that little more has been 
learned about him than that he; - is the largest and 
farelit of the five known species of marine turtles. 
The Santa Barbara specimen weighed a short 50U 

pounds, and measured 5 feet 9lh inches from the end 
of the nose to the tip of the tail. The Coronado turtle 
was said to weigh 800 pounds. They have been 
known to weigh 1,200 pounds or more. 

• I • • • 
Exploring Balloon Data. 

M. Teisserenc de Bort has deduced from the remlts 
furnished by 240 ascensions of exploring balloom 
made in 1898,  1899, and 1900 some interesting conclu ·  
sions relating to the variations of temperature in the 
upper atmosphere. The figures for the mean monthly 
temperature near the ground and at 15,500 and 31,000 
feet altitude are shown in the following table : 

Month. 
At the Ground. At 15,500 l<'t. 

Deg. C.  Deg. C. 
At 31,000 Ft. 

Deg. C. 
January . .  . . .  . . .  5 .4 -15.3 -47.6 
February . . . . . . .  1 . 0  -21.8 -53.4 
March . . . . . . . . .  0.9 -20.9 -53.7 
April . . . . . . . . . .  5 .3 -18.4 -49.3 
May . . . . . . . . . . .  7.0 -1 {l.8  -51.3 
June . . . . . . . . . .  14.2 -8.8 -45.3 
July . . . . . . . . . . .  15.7 -8.7 -44.5 
August . . . . . . . . .  1 7 .8 -7.2 -41.8 
September . . . . . .  13.4 -9.7 -47.9 
October . . . . . . . .  10.2 -1 1.0 -45 . 1  
November . . . . . .  3 . 8  - 1 2 . 8  -45.2 
December . . . . . .  0.9 -18.9 -52.4 

To these data M. Teisserenc de Bort adds the fol
lowing conclusions :  First, at an altitude of 31,000 
feet the temperature still undergoes a well-marked 
annual variation. Second, the amplitude of this varia· 
tion diminishes with the height. Third, the epoch of 
the maxima and minima undergoes a retardation which 
increases with the altitude. Fourth, the differences of 
temperature from one day to another may be greater 
at 20,000 to 25,000 feet, than those which are observed 
at the same time, near the ground. This fact has a 
considerable importance, and is besides contrary to 
the prevailing ideas upon the subject. Fifth, the tern 
perature decreases much more rapidly in the neigh 
borhood of the centers of barometric depression than 
at other points. This decrease in certain cases 
amounts to nearly 0.9 deg. per 300 feet. 

,. I .  , .  
A nniversary of the Death of Tycho Brahe. 

On Sunday, September 22, a solemn festival was held 
in the small Swedish island of Hveen. The occasion 
was the approaching 300th anniversary of the death of 
'l'ycho Brahe, the celebrated astronomer, who lived and 
worked on the island and spent his happiest years 
there. The festival was held among the few remains 
of Brahe's once imposing observatory at Uranienborg, 
The Copenhagen correspondent of the Times states 
that, early in the morning, guests from Denmark and 
Sweden, including representatives of the Universities, 
arrived in steamers. Outside the small harbor the 
Swedish ship "Drott" was at anchor with King Oscar 
on board. _The King landed with the other guests 

and drove to Uranienborg. After Divine 
service, conducted by Bishop Billing, of 
Sweden, Dr. Hillebrandt, of Sweden, de
livered a long speech, ending with the 
following words : "We congratulate Den
mark upon the never·dying memory of 
this man. This spot is now Swedish ; 
therefore the King of Sweden is here to· 
day to honor the memory of Denmark's \ 
great and noble son." The party then 
walked through -the ruins, which were 
decorated with the Swedish and Danish 
flags. The monument of Tycho Brahe, 
erected by Swedes, was decorated with 
the Danish colors. 

---- ----

The C urrent Su pplement. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1348, has 
many interesting and important articles. 
"The Boston Elevated Railroad" is illus· 
trated by an entire page of engravings, 
and is written by J. A. Stewart. "The 
Protection of FIre and Balloon Telegraph 
Systems from High-Tension Currents and 
Lightning" is by Walter M. Petty. "Four· 
Motor Equipments" describes the latest 
developments in high·speed cars for heavy 
suburban work. "The Great Caisson 
Employed in Building the Drydock at 
Kiel" is illustrated by a large engraving. 
"The British Association Address," by 
Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, is continued. "The 

Thunderstorm : A New Explanation of One of Its 
Phenomena," is  by Byron McFarland. 
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

Mechanical Devices. 

ORE - FILTER. - CHRI STOPHER VOELKER, 

HeJena, Mon. The cyanid leaching p rocesses 
have the fault that more or less metal remains 
in the tailings, thus giving rise to losses. The 
ore is Introduced, as a general rule, and the 
solution added, and where it happens that the 
ore lies in different grades of value within the 
tank, the solution cannot dissolve the particles 
of metal uniformly. The pulp Is affected more 
thoroughly at first, and as it goes down to the 
bottom wili take the slimes forming with It, 
and will deposit them around the discharge 
aperture.· The present apparatus permits the 
solvents of the metals to pass through the pulp 
during a time governed by the operator. 
'rhe filtrate can be examined so that the metal
lurgist can determine the valuable salts of 
mercury, copper, silver, gold and the l ike 
w hich may form through the chemical or elec
trical actiou in the amalgamators. The ma 
ehint' is of particular service where the ex
travagant use of copper sulphate, mercury and 
sal t I1rE' in most cases the cause of the solu
bility of gold. 

ADDING-MA C H I NE.-A�!Os K. ERSLAND, 

Fruithurst, Ala. 'rhe adding-machiue contains 
but few parts aud Is not liable to get out of 
order. 'I'he elements are so arranged that they 
will accurately perform their functions. The 
numeral wheels employed are operated from 
the exterior of the machine by a lead pencil, 
penstock, pointer, or the like. 

RECARBURIZING - MACHIN E .-JOHN W. 
DAVIS, Converse, Ind. The machine recar
burlzes metal.  Powdered carbon, carborundum 
or any other finely ground material, is in
fused Into a bath of molten steel or iron while 
in a furnace or bath. The machine comprises 
a feeder for the powder and a tube for receiv
Ing the material from the feeder. The tube 
Is mounted to rock relatively to the feeder. A 
blast connection with the tube Is provided. The 
fCt'der, tube and bias are mounted on a truck. 

Vehicles and Their A.ccessorles. 

B I CYCLE - WHEEL TIRE.-CHARLES H .  

Busint$s and Pusonal Wants. 
READ THIS COLUMN CAREFULLY.-You 

wili find inquiries for certain classes of articles 
numbered in consecutive order. If you manu
facture these goods write us at once and we will 
send you the name and address of the party desir
ing the mformation . In every case It is neces
sary to give the number of the Inquiry. 

lU U N N  &; CO. 

Marine Iron Works. UhlcagO. Catalogue free. 

Inquh'y No. lli�a.-For manufacturers of compres
SiOll springs of sIJecial measurements. 

I<'or mining engines. J. S. Mundy, Newark, N. J. 
Inquiry No. 1 :l�6.-For manufacturers or dealers 

in divers' supplies. 

TURBINEs.-Le1l"el & Co. Springfteld. Ohio. U. S. A. 

I n q u iry No. 1:l2".-I<'or dealers in mllk can spouts. 
also covers for cans with knives in lids. 

.. U. S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. 

Inquiry No. 1:l'J8.-For dealers in casein : 
WATER WHEELS. Alcott & Co . •  Mt. Holly. N. J. 

m!��r1[fu!e�,;U�!9ri�;l�� st:t�!��n;I��d !�� J'e�� 
many. 

Yankee Notions. Waterbury Butt.on Co .. Waterb'y. Ct. 
I n q ll h'y No. 1;,)30.-For dealers in articles for the 

queensware business. 
GasolIne Lamps and Systems. Turner Brass Works, 

Chic8ll0. 

I n quiry No. 1 ;,) 3 t .-For a machine for automati
cally weighing and wrapping parcels. 

.. Perfect aluminium solder. Amer. Hdw. Mfg. Co. , 
Ottawa, Ill." 

Inquiry No. lIi32.-For manufacturers of water 
2'as appliances. 

Machine chain of an kinds. A. H. Bliss & Co. North 
Attleooro, Mass. 

Inquiry N o .  1!i33.-For manufacturers of wireless 
telegraphy apparatus. 

Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Mfg. Co., 10 Bell St .• 
Chagrin F'alls. O. 

J n q u h'y No. l a34.-For manufacturers of electri
cal and other toys. 

Sawmill machinery and outfits manufactured by the 
Lane Mfg. Co .. Box 13. Montpelier. Vt. 

PASCHKE, Buffalo, N. Y. The essential fea- I n q u iry N o. 1;,)3:l.-For dealers in novelties and 
tures of the tire comprise a number of . elastic notions. 
tread sections, means for holding the tread For Sheet Brass Stamping and small Castings, write 
sections In ring form, and resilient arms Badger Brass Mfg. Co . •  Kenosha, Wis. 
whicb serve el astically to retain the composite 

I n qu i ry No. lIi36.-For a machine or generator 
thread ring concentrically with two spring for generating gas trom lIasoline or coal oil. 
tension rings clamped upon each side of the 
wheel-rim. 

Rigs that Run. Hydrocarbon system. 
Louis Motor Carriage Co . •  St. Louis, Mo. 

Write St. 

AXLE-J OURNAL.-CHRISTIAN Fox Gap 
Pa. Mr. Fox has devised a means fOr

' 
mount: lil�t?:J��r��·el�3".-For a small plant for electric 

ing wheels upon axle journals so that the Ten days' trial given on Daus' Tip Top Duplicator. 
movement of the wheels will be attended by Felix Daus Duplicat.or Co. , 5 Hanover St . •  N. Y. city. 
the least possible friction and also so that I nquiry N o. lIi3S.-�-or the manufacturer of a 
the wbeels will still be held in place even special nlckel-plateu street car tiCKet holder for the 
though the nut should become disengaged. pocket. 

IUIscellaneou,. Invention",. 

STANCHION.-RoBERT T. REID, Tacoma, 
Wash. As ordinarily constructed and arranged, 
the stanchious between which the heads of 
horned cattle are secured do not permit 
freedom of position and movement to the ani
mals when lying down or getting up. Th", in
ventor has devised an Improved stanchion which 
overcomes this objection and which consists es
sentially of a single metal rod pecu!iarly bent. 

SORT iNG-DE SK.-SAMUEL A. HARRISON, 

Brooklyn, New York city. In post offices of 
large cities the mall-carriers usually sort their 
mall by means of pigeon-hole desks. Mr. Har
rison has devised au Improvement upon tile 
desl, usually employed, in which improvement 
a series of shelves or compartments are pro
vided, the sizes of which can be readily varied. 
Th<:> shelves are capable of being released sim
ultaneously by a peculiar novel construction. 

ATTACHMENT FOR CUFFS AND C UFF
BU'l"TON S.-JAMES W. RUNNER, Shelby, Mich. 
This device is very simple and durable in con
Btruction, can be readily applied and does not 
interfere in any way with the working or ap
pearance of the cuff button. All rattling of the 
cuff buttons Is prevented, especially when used 
in connection with celluloid or rubber cuffs. 

E X H I BITING DEVICE .-CHARLES A. HAM
ILTON .. Pana, Ill .  The Invention Is an Improve
:nent for exhibiting goods In stores-notably 
such goods as lace curtains. draperies. carpets 
a nd the like ; and the object is to provide a 
device for this purpose that should be simple 
; n  coustruction and inexpensive, and by means 
of which the goods when not on display are 
stored or packed in a small space. 

De.l�n8. 

W I NDROWER FOR MOWING-MACHINES. 

· -THO�fAS B. FAGAN, Van Wert, Ohio.  The 
w indrower Is of a peculiar design, the essential 
features of which consist of a series of parallel 
Sl.li s of gradually Increasing leugth. each slat 
heiug flat, or of much greater width than thick
ness, and each turned u p  at the rear with a 
gr!!dually cu rved or hook-shaped end, . the ter
minal pOl;tlon of which is twisted, so that Its 
plane stands at an obl ique angle to the body 
part. The windrower is to be attached to the 
real" of the cutter-bar of a mower, and causes 
the lateral delivery of the hay with a roiling 
ac!ion. 

Gear Cutting of every description accurately done. 
The Garvin Machin e Co . . 149 Varick . cor. Spring Sts. , N. Y. 

sp�:�'l: u��Ju�4�iJ gP':-';I:�'h' tgr�t
e
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Inches long. 

FOR SALE. -Patent office reports. from I853 to 1871. 
inclusive. bound in cloth. Address Patent. P. O. Box 
773. New York City. 

ole��::,I.rblaYco�gl��p��or manufacturers of launches 

Designers and builders of automatic and special 
machines of all kindsl Inventions perfected. The W. 
A. Wilson Machine Company, Rochester. N. Y • .  

Inquiry No. lIi41 .-I<'or manufacturers of gasoline 
engines for motor wagons. 

The celebrated " Hornsby-Akroyd " Patent Safety 011 
Engine is built by the De La VerllDe Refrigerating Ma. 
chine Company. Foot of East 138th Street, New York. 

w�:.:I:.i�ldi�:';'!d
:l
r!�nin�

o
:ea�:���

r
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made 

The best book {or electriCians and beJl'loners in eleca 
tricity is . . Experimental SCience." by Geo. M. Hopkins. 
By mall. $4. Munn &; Co .• publishers. 361 Broadway. N. Y. 

I n q uiry N o. 1;,)43.-For dealers in the electrical 
water heater invented by H. M. HilI. 

To MANUFACTURERS AND INVENToRs.-Send partl

CUhlfS and UJustrations of your manufactures and In
ventions to Calder & ttoldwater. Solicitors. Auckland, 
New Zealand. 

I n q u i ry N o .  1 :l44.-For manufacturers of count· 
ing mach ines. 

DESF-NISS & JACOBI. A. G . •  Hamburg, deep-well and 
pumpin2 machinery manufacturers, are desirous to 
deal in modern pneumatic pumping systems, either for 
representation or n.cquiring inventor's rights. Heinrich 
Eisler. Hamburg. sub. B 6545. 

I " q u i t·v No. 1 � 4 !) .-For manllfl'tctnrers of wind
mills to generate electricity . for lighting purposes Oil a 
farm. 

MECHAN ICAL �(TPERINTENDENT WANTED. - Fami
liar with the m Rn u f 1 ct ure of firearms on a larJre scale. 
possessm� executive and mecbanical ability. Address, 
stating age, experience and references, A. Box 2123 

General Post Office . New York. 
Inq u i ry "1 0 .  1 !i 4 f1 .-For a smltn drill to drill plu" 

holes in solid granite by power, compressed air or elec
tricity. 

tr' Send for hew and complet� catalo�ue ot SCientific 
and other Books for sale by Munn &; Co. , 361 Broadway. 
New York. Free on aPDlica.tion. 

I n q u i r v  Nfl. 1 !i4".-F·or a small generator for 
runninll an electric drill. 

I n q u i ry N o .  1:l4S.-For one 25 h. p. uprigbt engine 
of best m ake. 

I n q u i r y  N o . 1 !i4!l .-For dealers in second-hand 
commutators of 50 or 110 volts for a IJ.9 h .  p. dynamo. 

' n q u i n- No. l;,):lO.-For manufacturers of cadets' 
snits and outfits. 

I n q u irv No. 1 !i !i 1 .-For the manufacturer of "pigs 
in clover " puzzles and other tOYs. 

I n q u i ry No. 1!i��.-�·or manufacturers of steel 
plates. bars and pipes for iron shipbuilding. 

• 
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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Names and Addres. must accompany all letters or 

no attention will be paid thereto. This Is for 
our information and not for publication. 

, lleferenoea to former articles or answers should gIve 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be 
repeated ; correspondents will bear In mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and, 
though we endeavor to reply to all either by 
letter or in this department, each must take 
his turn. 

Buyers wishing to purcbase any article not adver
tised in our columns will be furnished with 
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying 
the same. 

Special Written Information on matters of personal 
ra ther than general Interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientiftc American Supplements referred to may be 
had at the office. Price 10 cents each. 

Books referred to promptly supplled on receipt of 
price. 

Kinerals sent for examination should he dlstillCtly 
marked or labeled. 

( 8415 ) R. S. D. asks : I have a four-
magnet telephone generator which rln;;s 
through 50,000 ohms, which has been through 
a fire. Is there any way by which I can 
charge t·he magnets over again, and how much 
wire will I need to wind the armature ? A. 

generated by simply cuttl.ng equal numbers of 
lines with one part of the �oll, with constant 
speed ? A. To generate a current of l'lectrlcity 
In a coli of wire It is necessary to vary the 
number of lines of force passing through the 
coli. If the same number of lines are cut 
each second, there will be no current produced 
In the wire. 

( 8419 ) J. C. P. asks : 1. In wireless 
telegraphy will trolley cars, two routes, cross
Ing paths of wires, Interfere with our slgnals 'l 
Arc light w·ires also ? A. Any direct cur
rent would scarcely Interfere with wire· 
less telegraph operations. Nor would an al
ternating current, unless It were sending out 
waves c omparable with those of the wlreles� 
apparatus. 2 .  How big a coli, minimum spark 
length, Is needed ? A. We have no data upon 
minimum spark length for one mile. It Is bet 
ter to have a larger coli and bring the balls to
gether to the proper working distance than 
to cut down the power by using a small coi L  
3.  How high a mast a t  each station from top 
to ground ? A. We think 20 to 30 feet will 
answer. 4.  Shall we find ' trouble in syntonl?
Ing ? A. We do not understand that syntoo
Izlng Is a practical matter yet. Mr. Marcon: 
probably stili finds trouble with syntonizlng. 
At the late naval maneuvers in England one 
fieet stole the other's message. 

The Carty bridging bell, which Is used for long- INDEX distance telephoning, is said to be wound to 
1,000 . ohms with No. 38 B. & S.  wire. This 
would require nearly three-fourths of a pound 
of wire. If your magnets are not burned so 
as to Injure the steel, they may be retempered 

OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 
and remagnetlzed. They will then be as good October 22, 1901, 
as they were before. 

( 8416 ) D. A. H. ask s :  Have scientists 
A N D  E'A C H  B E A R I N G  T H A T  D A T E. 

generally accepted the theory that the electr!� 
current does not fiow through a wire, but 
follows the space around It ? A. An electric 
current fiowing with uuvarylng Intensity fiows 
through the material of the wire, fiows In the 
wire, and also sets up a magnetic field around 
the wire. In this field a magnet is attracted 
by the l ines of magnetic force. When an elec
tric current fiows with a varying Intensity, 
either increasing or diminishing In Intensity, 
as, for instance, starting with a sudden rush 
and as suddenly dying out, then electric waves 
are thrown otr Into the space around the wire, 
It may be with great force, so that they are 
sent many miles. It Is these waves which 
are used In wireless telegraphy. They are 
not In the wire. The wire Is but a core or 
center around which the waves whirl with 
tremendous energy. We are but beginning to 
learn their power and value, and have not 
yet harnessed them and broken them Into our 
use and service. The clipping you inclose Is 
a good example of loose scientific writing. It 
Is only a half truth. 2 .  Referring to article 
entitled "Humidity and Heating Systems" in 
your SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of August 17,  why 
Is It that the humidity of the air In the house 
heated by artificial means Is so much less than 
that outside ? Does the air lose any of Its 

. moisture by being drawn Into the house and 
heated ? A. The hlimidlty spoken of Is not the 
amount of moisture in the air, but the per
centage of moisture as compared with the 
total amount of moisture which the air could 
hold at that temperature. Air saturated with 
moisture Is said to have 100 per cent of h tl
mldlty. The whole name is relative humidity, 
which expresses the meaning better. It Is 
the moisture relatively . to complete saturatloll. 
Now, the capacity of the air to hold moisture 
varies greatly with the temperature. In (t 
summer morning fog may lie thick over thl' 
earth, because the air was saturated with 
moisture, and the excess of water appeared 
as fog. The sun rises, warms the air and the 
fog disappears. Why ? Not because there Is 
any less moisture In the air than earlier, for 
the dew and fog will come again at nightfall 
and last till morning probably ; but because at 
the higher temperature of midday the air can 
carry more water In the condition of Invlslb'o 
vapor than It could at the lower temperature 
of the early morning. Now apply this prl�
ciple to the heated room. The air inside the 
room Is warmer than the air out of doors : 
and though It may contain the same number of 
grains of water vapor to the cubic foot, th'lt 
amount of water vapor will not bring the 
relative humidity of the room as high as It 
will the out-of-door air, because it will take 
more water to produce the same per "cent of 
humidity in warm than in cold air. The wll.rm 
air has a greater capacity for water vapor than 
cold air has. I t  i s  for this reason that we 
should have a water pan in the hot-air box 
of the furnace and add water vapor to thp 
heated air before It enters the room. 

( 8417 ) E. K. E. asks : Would you be 
kind enough to tell me the exact length of 
German sliver wire of a suitable size for a 
resistance box which would be required to give 
a resistance of one ohm, the wire being snch 
as is commonly sold by electric supply houses ? 
A. The length of wire for one ohm depends 
upon its size. Supply houses keep all or nearly 
all sizes of German sliver wire to correspond 
to those of copper wire. To find the numher 
of feet In an ohm, divide the number of feet 
of copper wire In an ohm by 1 3 .  The quotien t 
will be the number of feet of German sll  v€!' 
wire I n  an ohm. 

LSee note at end of list about copies of these patents.] 

Acid, manufacture ()f carbonic, O. P. Oster. 
gren . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P:C!:d.. o� 1. 

Air compressor, H. Strater . . . . • . .  _ 684,954 684,9M 
Alkalies and alumlnates, making, F. Pro-jahn . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . .  • . .  • • •  684.864 
Alkaline cynids, pUl"ifymg, u.; (Jraig . . . . • •  �4,\n4 
Amalgamator, H. M. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685 , 1 84 
Anchor, F. Joyner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,047 
Animal tray, W. G. H. Ripper . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,867 
Automobile pumping device, W. F. Singer 684,95!J 
Automobile running gear, F. L. Balcomb . .  685,087 
Axle lubricator, car, S .  A. Flower . . . .. _ . . .  684,808 
Back band hook, L. Stowe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684, 879 
BallnJ!:' press self teenPf, J. � .  T1J ttle . . . .  flR.�. 1 00 
Ban bearing wheel, W. M. Conway . .. . . . 685,aaa 
Bandage or plaster, M. Hauer . . . . . . • . . . . •  tRsO,UUU 
Basket, frUit, H. C.  Finley . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,124 
Bath tub leg, Day & Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,797 
Bath tub leg, A. G. Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,888 
Battery. See Electric Battery. 
Battery plates, preparing secondary, A. Leh· 

mann • • • . . • • . • • • . . . • • . . . •  _ . . _ . •  _ • _ • . •  684,831 
Bed, folding, J. F. Wilmot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,079 
Bedstead brace, J.  W. Durban . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,037 
Beer cooling apparatus, E.  H. Nlemz . • . .  685,168 

��:�, si::f���".:, &: T�h&"i,"i!ings :  : : : : : : : : : : :  �:�� 
Bicycle, L. T. Hood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,821 
Bicycle, J.  Taylor . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,882 
Bicycle mud guard, S.  Miller . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,163 
Bicycle rest, C.  L. Vonderahe . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,961 
Bicycle support, Robb & Lund . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,062 
Binding device, temporary, G .  C .  Shepherd 685, 181 
Binding hook, C.  Simmons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685,068 
Boats, visual Indicator for submergible, C. 

A. Morris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685 , 1 64 
Boller furnace, steam, O. ·D. Orvis . .  684,852 684,853 
Boller or steam generator, C.  A. Sawin . . . •  685, 178 
Boilers or evaporators, redector for, J. W. 

Haworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,818 
Bolting apparatus, L. Graf . . . . . . . .  685, 132 685,133 
Book cutting or trimming machine, J. B. 

Mercer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,942 
Book holder, Umstead & Dickie . . . . . . . . . . .  685,017 
Book, manifolding sales. L. M. Landing . .  685, 151 
Boring lind turning mill, G. W. Moreton . .  684,944 
Bottle, non-refillable, M. Rosenstock . . . . . . 684,870 
Bottle, non-refillable, S. L. Cole . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,030 
Bottle, n�n-reflllable, Davis & Brown . . . . . . 685, 1 1 4  
Bottle, non-refillable, A .  P. Rlmoldl . . . . . .  685 , 1 75 
Bottle transporting case, J. H. Lyons . . . . . .  684,995 
Bottle washing machine, J. G. Hehr . . . . . .  685.138 
Brake beam, J. N. Barr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,025 
Brake shoe, B. Wolhaupter . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,023 
Brick, hollow, W. Schleunlng . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,223 
Brooches, etc . ,  fastening for, A. F. E. 

Luthy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Broom moistener, M. M. Catlin . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Buggy atachment, H. Krebs . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Butter plate and wrapper, combined, M. 

O ' Meara . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  
Button hook. spring, J. A. Crandall . . . . .  . 
Button, metal trousers, J. and A. Bolt . . .  . 
Cable grip, P. R. Stuart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
Cable hanger, W. H. Joh"'ston . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
Can. See Collapsible Can 
Can -cleaning machine, W. Munn . . . . .  _ . . . •  
Can opener, S. A. Johnson . . . . . . • . . .  _ . • . • •  
Can testing machine, G. F. Lelger . . . . . . . . .  . 
Cane bundling device, A. Horner . . . . . . .  -. .  . 
Car bolster, railway, A. Stucki . . . . . . . . .  . 
Car coupling, E. Lethem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Car coupling, W. E. Hoyt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Car fender, G. W. ·Webb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Car fender, J. P. Cornelius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Car, railway. L. A. Hoerr . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  
Car roof, Thompson & Herbert . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Car starter and - mover, Erwin & Moehn . .  . 
Car switching cane, F. Weimar . . . . . . . . .  . 
Carbureter, G. Machlet, Jr . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Carbureter, Gromer & Wright . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Carriage and cradle, combined baby, D. L. 

685,214 
685, 1 00 
684,940 

684,851 
684,91u 
685,208 
684,956 
685,046 

685,000 
684,825 
684,832 
684,988 
685, 187 
684,834 
685, 144 
684,964 
685, 1 09 
684,936 
684,885 
685 , 1 20 
684,965 
684,8SG 
685,235 

Simonson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,875 
Carriage, chlld's, O.  W. Siebert . . . . . . . . . . . . 685,228 
Cartridge packing apparatus, G. M.  Peters 684,862 
Cartridges in boxes, apparatus tor packIng, 

. 

G. M. Peters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,861 
Cash register, D . .  Bernhart . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . .  685,093 
Cask rinser, J. G. Hehr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685, 137 
Castor socket, E. J. Wasbrood . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685,073 
Catalogue, card, W. O. Watefleld . . . . . . . .  685,071 
Cattle guard, T. P. Theriault . . . . . . . . . . . .  685, 011\ 
Christmas tree support, J. F. Kerr . . . . . . . .  685,049 
Cbuck, tool, I. Barker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,903 
Cigar bunch wrapping machine, F. L. Her-

rington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  685,140 
Cigar moistening box, J. Besser . . . . . . . . . . 684,782 
Cigarettes, device for forming tobacco for, 

J. N. Seropyan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,009 
Clamp for gluing columns or pillars, C . .  E. 

Littell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,835 
Clamp for roofing bracket, etc . ,  C.  M. Hart 684,815 
Clamp tor securing and bolding a sheet or 

sheets of soft material. A. Rlngdahl . . .  684,866 
Clock chime, C.  A. Jacques . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 685,045 
C10tbes drier, W. M. Barnes . . . . . . .  684,776 684,777 
Clothes drying macbine, W. M. Barnp-s 

684, 778 684,779 
Clothes pounder, F. H. .Perry . . . . . . . . . . . . 684,861) 
Coal handling device, S.  B. Peck . . . . . . . . . . 684,859 
Cocoa preparations, making. A. Denaeyer . .  684,920 
Coffin lowering apparatus, D. J. B. Sarazin 684,872 
Collapsible can or tube, C.  M. Higgins . . . .  684,986 
Collar brace, J. F. TelL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685, 0 1 1 
Composing stick, 0 . . F. Holmgren . . . . . . . .  685, 142 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patems will be 

furnished . by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. 
Please state the name of the patentee. title of 
the Invention, and date of this paper. 

I n q u i ry S o .  1 :l!i3.-For manufacturers · o f  heating 
plants furnishinlZ' h ot water for heattng purposes in 
towns and small cities. 

( 8418 ) F. W. L. asks : In order to gen-
erate a current In a closed coli of wire, Is It  
necessary to alter the number of lines of force 
passing through the coli, or can a current be 

Compressing peat, pulp. etc. , into blocks, 
apparatus for, J. Westaway . . . . . _ . . . . 684,967 

Conca ves, means for supporting and adjust-

J nqulr), � o. 1:l:l4.-For manufacturers of phos
pborus. 

ing, H. C. Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685, 107 
(C(lnttnued (In paQe e85) 
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" St " Foot and ar Power 
Screw Cutting AU�!�:tiC Lathes 

American Sheet Steel Company 
Battery Park Building 
New York 
Manufacturers of all varieties of 
Iron and Steel Sheets 
Black and Galvanized 
Plain and Painted 
Flat, Corrugated and 
"V" Crimped 

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets 
W. Dewees Wood Company's 
Planished Iron 
W. Dewees Wood Company's 
Refined Iron 
Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets 

B. F. BARNES----
ELEVE N-INCH SCREW 

CUTTINC LATHE 
For foot or power as 
wanted. Has power 
cross feed and COID-
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tool. Ask us for print
ed matter. '�:!�IJ���K' B. F. BARNES 

, COMPANY, 
Rockford, III. 

Presses 
Sub=Press 

for 
Work. 

Five sizes. Sub-PI'esses and 
'1'0018 to ol'der. 

ar Send JM Catalogue. 

BLAKE & JOHNSON, 
P. o. Box 7, WATERBURY, CONN. 

FOR 
GUNSMITHS, TOOL 
MAKERS, EXPERI· 
MENTAL & REPAIR 
WORK, ETC. 
From 9-m. to 13-ln. swing'. 
Arram�ed for Steam or 
Foot Power, Veloci pede 
or Stand-up Treadle. • ��������I!!l. Send for Catalogue. 

W. F. & INO. BARNES CO. 
1999 Ruby St., ROC1\1:0RD , ILL. 

WORKS LIKE A CH 
Perfect satisfaction is experi

enced using our No.5. 6 or 9 

�.itI;rn �Ni�J.���::l�r�n�no� 
ratcbet power. Gears housed 
from dust. Chasers set by J!rad-
re�

t
��3 f��r:ntbr�i:�in�a�h�?e 

r� 
motion, opened to permit pipe 
being cut, and instantly closed. 

ar Send jM Pree Catalogue to 
The Merrell Manufactur
ing Co., �01 Curtiss Street, Toledo, Ohio. 

ARE YOU GOING TO BUILD? 
If so, you want the best and most 
�
c
��c���:�:�

s
�:W� g�:t

e
:�!ir\o;�: 

in zero weather to summer tempera
t.ure with only % of the amount of 
coal reStutred by oLher.systems. We 
would lIke to have you investigate 
it before deciding. Our booklet 

. � giving full particulars with patrons1 
printed testimonials, sent free. 

VANCE 1UIILER WORKS, 
Fay Street, Geneva. N. Y. 

Cold weather has no terrors for 
the wearers of the 

DR. DEIMEL 
UNDERWEAR 

No Danger of Colds. 

No Danger of Rheumatism or 
La Grippe. 

No Danger of Anything but 
Health and Comfort. 

FREE BOOKLET 

AND SAMPLES 

OF THE CLOTH 

BY ADDRESSING 

The Deimel Linen-Mesh System Co. 
491 Broadway, New York. 

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL .. III Montgomery St. WASHINGTON. D.C., 728 Fift<enth St., N. W. 
MONTREAL, CAN., 2202 St. Catherine St. LONDON, E. C .. Rng., 10-12 Bread St. 

Condenser, eJecto, C. A. Bourdon . . . . • • . • • •  684,905 
Continuous kiln, .I!�. D. rr. Lcbmann . . . . . . . .  685,055 
Convcyer, J. H. Be'll. ..................... 685,020 
Cooling bed for platcs or bars, 11. R. Gccr 685,127 
Cork tapcring machiue', 1. T. McCready . . .  684,847 
Corn crib, N. S. Beal"' ........ . .... . . .. . . . .  684,780 
Corn crib ventilator, N. S. Beale . . . . .. . . .. 684,781 
Cuff, M. Vernon .......... . ... . . . . . . ...... 685,070 
Cultivator, B. If. Dean ........ ........... 685,033 
Cultivator, J. ll"'ischel' .. � ...... . .......... . 685,125 
Cultivator, cane, A. Horner .... ......... . . 684,US7 
Cultivator, whcel, H. 1\:[. Burdick .......... 684,790 
Curllng iron, self heating, G. D. Eggeman 684,804 
Curtain pole and banger, II. O. Lane ... . .. 684,830 
Curtain trimmer, H. E. & O. D. Baker .... 685,196 
Cushion, H. R. Pa triarche ... . ... . .... . ... 685,219 
Cuspidor, antiseptic pocket, J. S. Lamond .. 685,053 
Cutter. See Photograph Cutter. 
Cutting and embossing machine, J. B. Hos-

tetler ... ................ .. . .. . . . . ... .  684,98D 
Cycle driving gear, R. l(osch .. . . .. . . .. .. .  684,9;)9 
Cycle, motor, W. Buckley .... .... . ... . . . . 684,787 
Cycle propelling mechanism, G. B. H. 

Austin ...... ............ ............. 685,086 
Cycles, etc, saddle for motor, L. Lallemont 684,941 
Cyclometer, J. A. Keyes ........ ..... .... . 685,150 
Dam, movable water, P. N. Jonte .... . .. : .. 085,147 
Dental chair, M. C. Merker .... .... . . . .. . 684,844 
Dental chair head rest, M. C. Merker ...... 684,841 
Dental tool attachment, W. C. Rothkranz .. 684,951 
Dentist's tool, J. C. Graft .... ......... . . .  684,984 
Disinfecting appliance, T. N. Thomson (re-

issue) ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. 11,941 
Disinfector for flushing tanks, automatic, J. 

H. Venncrs .. .. ....................... 685,020 
Display device, R. B. Hartwig ............ 684,932 
Distributive depositing or panning machine, 

L. S. Burbank ....................... 684,189 
Door mat, Karnaghan & Prescott. ......... 68.<.1,826 
Dl'edge shovel, H. Head .. ................ 685,136 
Dyeing, Mercier & Cbaumartin ............ 684,840 
Egg 01' cake beater, A. Weisenback . ..... 684,966 
Egg poacher, Quackenbush & Carlson .... 685,172 
Electric battery, P. Chapuy ............ .. 685,101 
Electl'ic furnace, W. T. Gibbs .............. 08.5,042 
Electric method of fusion, "T. rr. Gibbs .. 685,043 
Electric reSistance', E. R. Carichoff ........ 684,791 
Electrical oscillation. means for increasing 

the intensity of, N. Tesla ............ 685,012 
Electrical reciprocating apparatus, J. Brown 684,906 
Electrically illuminated display fountain, F. 

B. Crouch .......... ................ .. 685,110 
Eleva ting mechanism, M. C. l\1erl.:er .. . . .. 684,842 
Elevator valve mechanism, hydraulic, 1\1. 

C. Merker ............................ 684,843 
Elevators, arrangemcnt for controlling elec-

tric, E. A. 'Vahlstrom ................. . 685,072 
Elevators, automatic stop valve for hydrau-

lic, I. H. Venn .................... .... 685,231 
Embalming device, L. L. Pletcber .......... 685,220 
Enamel, manufacture of, E. Ditbridge .... 684,979 
End gate, C. A. Anderson ................ 684,900 
End gate, wagon, Carpenter & SprouL ... 684,907 
Engine power transmitting device, E. Thom-

son . ........... .... .................. 684,883 
Engine regulating and controlling appar-

atus, marine, A. M. Rust ...... ...... 684,871 
Engine speed controller, T. M. F'oote ...... 685,039 
Engine speed regulator, explosive, L. A. C. 

Letom be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 685,152 
Engines, oil-supplying device for explosive, 

W. F. Davis ..... ................ .... 685,032 
Engines or machines, transmission or coup-

ling device for power, H. John ........ 685,145 
Engraving, line, M. Barr ............. . .... 684,971 
Engraving machine, three dimension panto-

grapb, M. Barr ............ .... 684,912 684,913 
Envelop, safety, P. J. M. Waslyng .. .. .. .. 685,021 
Equalizer, J. Q. Adams .. ........ .... .... 684,772 
Feed regulator for steam bOilers, electriC, 

M. L . . Wllitfield ............ .... . ... .. 684,893 
Feed water purifier, A. H. Schmidt. . .... .. 68.5,224 
Feeder, bOiler, O. J. Scott ....... ... .. .. ... 685,065 
Fence tool, wire, C. E. Pearson .. .... . . . .  684,858 
Fertilizer distributor, I-I. C. Elliott .. .... . .  685,119 
File, card, C. Zimmerli .............. ... .  684,899 
Filter, cleanSing, A. J. Madden ... .... . .. . .  685,159 
Firearm ejector, A. H. Day .... ........ .. .. 685,233 
!i'ireproof floor, S. Hoyer-El1efsen .... .... 685,143 
}j--'ishing reel, J. H. Smith ............ .... 685,185 
Floor mat, flexible metal, F. B. Huckstep 684,822 
li'lue or stovepipe cleaner, Miller & Barnes 685,217 
Fluid meter, H. Chrisman .. .. ........ .. .. 685,031 
I'olding box, J. Golberg .. .... ............ 684,929 
�--'ood from blood, making, 1\1. Dietrich .... 684,978 
li'oot rest, A. W. Johnson ....... ......... 684,9;.s7 
Fork, hoe, and rake, combined, N. vVilliams 685,0�2 
Game, C. Knecht. .............. . . .. . . . . .. 684,038 
Game apparatus, T. W. Peck .... .... .. .. . . 685,006 
Gang trimmer, C. Johnson ........ .. .. .. . .  685,146 
Garment fastener, S. A. Barker .... . . . . . .  6841775 1 
Gat:ment fasteJler,. 1". B., Ma.tbewson .. ... . .. 685,16

,
i

, Galment stretcher, D. ){cGlll .... ......... .  684,8·_ .... , 
Gas and air mix;.ing appamtus, E. Blasser 685,02 
Gas, catalytic lighting of illuminating, W. I 

H. Porte I' • • . • • • . • • •  , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  684,863 
Gas engine, W. S. Halsey .. . ' ............. 684,813 
Gas generator, acetylene, M. D. Compton .. 684,794 
Gas holder, J. S. McGinn .. ... ........... 684,849 
Gas light burned, incandescent, L. Denay-

rouze . ..... .. .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. .. . ... 684,921 
Gas, manufacturing, L. Genty . . . . ... .. . ... 685,128 
Gate. See End Gate. 
Glass articles, machine for use in making 

hollow, C. Chrlstlansson . ... .... ... . .. 685,103 
Glass for grinding, pOlishing, etc., appliance 

for fixing sheets of, M. F. Ewen ..... . .. 685,204 
Glue or size, artificial, T. A. Haynes ...... 684,985 
Gold separator, A. P. Palmer . ... ....... ... 685,005 
Governor gear, steam engine, S. Z. de Fer-

ranti .... ....... ..................... 684,927 
Govet'nor mechanism, Lincoln & Stillwell .. . 685,150 
Grain binder, R. M. Rogers .. ...... .... . . . 684,869 
Grain separating machine, J. L. Owens .... 684,855 
Grain Winnower and cockle separator, com· 

bined, J. L. Owens .. . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . .  684,856 
Grate, J. R. Carter .. . . .. . . . . .. . . ... . ... .. 685,099 
Grinder, drill, H. P. White . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  684,890 
Grinding machine, drill, H. P. White .. . . . .  684,889 
Gun barrel cleaner, F. B. li�e1ton .. .... . . .. 684,983 
Gun cleaner, Drummond & Layman . . . . .. 684,981 
Gun, magazine, 'V. Mason . . ... . ........ . . 685,216 
Hair pin, G. D. Eggeman .. ... . ........... 684,805 
Harrow riding attachment, N. H. Bloom .. 684,783 
Harvester, corn, Hibbs & Seevers .... . ... 684,934 
Harvester knife and fastening thereof, W. 

C. Busb .. . . . . . . . . ... ... . ....... ... . .. 685,091 
Harvester reel, G. A. Paddock ..... . ... ... 685,004 
Harvesting and cleaning apparatns, suction 

cotton, F. M. Dannelly ... .... ...... . . .  685,111 
Harvesting machine, root, J. A. I{ing . . . .  684,827 
Hat fastener, J. B. McCulloch .... . . ... . . .  684,945 
Hat fastener, T. T. Clouse .... ... . . . .. .. . 685,108 
I-Ja tch fastener, C. M. Holley .. . . .. . .. . . .  685,231 
Hay loader, Ash'e & Ledricb . ........... . . 684,902 
Hay or grain gatherer, L. J. Barber ........ 684,904 
Heating and ventilating apparatus, J. Keith 685,149 
Hinge, S. B. N ilsell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 685,218 
Hitcbing device for horses, etc., H. P. Dos-

sheimet· ... .......... ................. 684,801 
Hoe, R. Hoodless ..... .... ................ 685,209 
HOisting and conveying apparatus, A. E. 

Norris ... ..... ......... ..... ......... 685,056 
Horseshoe, elastiC, J. Hirsch .............. 684,935 
Horses, device for stopping runaway, H. 

Pratt ... . .......... .................. 685,001 
Hose coupling, S. H. Thresher ............. 685,014 
Hose supporter, M. B. Hammond . ........ 684,814 
Hot water heater, R. F. Brown .......... 685,029 
Hub, spring, R. A. Mathesoll .... . . .. .... 684,907 
Hydl'Oc81'bon burner, J. C. Speirs ...... . . . .  685,230 
Incubator tray, G. W. Green ...... .... .. . .  685,134 
Index, card, L. J. Mead ........... ... . ... 684,9D9 
Ingot mold, J. W. Anderson . .......... . .. (;8-1,773 
InsectiCide, nlcotin, G. H. Richards .... . . .. 685,060 
Inspirator, componnd ail', S. R. Enrle .. . . . .  685,117 
Insulating bushing, J. A. Cole ..... . ... . .. 68-1,909 
Jar covel', B. G. Devoe.................. 684,799 
Jewe-ll'Y, A. Haussmann ......... . . .. . .. . .  685,044 
Knitting machine, Ii'. Wilcomb .. ...... . .. 685,075 
Lamp and heating apparatus, incandescent, 

W. G. Hugbes ......... ... ........ .. . . 684,823 
Lamp base, incandescent, A. Swan .. . . . . . .  684,880 
Lamp, electric arc, J. Boui11et .... .... .. .. 684,785 
Lamps, gasifier for incandescent oil, N. 

Johnson .. .......... .... ... . . . . ...... .  685,210 
Latch, W. H. Taylor ...... ... .... ... ... .. 685,188 
Latcb, dool", C. W. Clark ................ 685,106 
Leather working toots, washer enlarging de-

vice for, B. J. Downing ..... ......... 6RG,203 

(Continued on palle 280) 

Send eight two-cent 8tatnpS for four months' subscription to 

SYSTEM 
A .MONTHLY 
MACAZINE 

BMnnful of bri.{lht ideas fM 
lrnsines8 &'p'I"OJessiona! men. 

Better still, send 50 cent.,. and receive :lIl Ilumbers from the first issue (December, 1900) to Jalluary, l!lOl'. YOII cannot afford to miss 
even one of the articles described below: 

nU8ine8� Getting' 
SP;C°E' ��,�,��erN�u:t���; s!�hj�c���l�� 
so much interest or uuport..,\llce to busilles.� men. The methods used 
by the most successful business men are described by our experts with added comments :md sug
gestions. 

The Factory 
SYSTEM tells about the organlza-
��Oc��f ��:t:,ru;�����tll�lS�;::�!Il�� 
ries, S�Ol) orders, indexing dr!lW� lugs �alld patterns, stock Keepmg, .. .-
depreciation of tools, the l)remium plan, etc., are covered fully. 

Purc]luslllg Prominent purchasing agents explnin systems used ill their own offices for purchase orders, quotations , stock records and general data. 
Collecting 

'l'he work of all collectors from 
the retailer to t·he manufacturer is covered fully. 

Bookle88 Aceountlng 
Bookkeeping without books seems almost impossihle until fOU have 

l�h::/��� 2�1������e1;oilll�l�tr:��.I�. 
Short Cuts· 

This re,g-ulnr department suggests the quickest, and easiest ways for doing routine work. The brightest men ill the country contribute. Single su!!"gestions art' often worth a dozen years' subscriptioll. Other departments are PUBLlSHED 
�����b����·S�III ��dn:����Z:.:'�I�SZ�E\���I!�t li:ll����}E�i�S:= 
�lEi:�?��'�S?fE�lail'�d ASD�}�;{��irs:1G�N DUST RIA L BETTER-

'1'0 UIlY yeul'ly 8ub8crlbcr of S)' fiiit("1II the 
u(h·l<:e ot' ully or nil of' our expert8 or 
their u!!'�li!ltnllh Is f'rec-a i!lcrvlce It co�t8 
lUun.Y dollurlol to buy In Hill' other wny 

EDWIN HUBKR.-!nsurance and real estate 
records aud systems for professional men. CHAS. J. 'VA.TTS-Factorycost.s and factory orgnnization. 

;t''':". �":�;@��� i � cate systems, purch. ... u!lng, collections. 
Fu. C. MORsE.-Car<l ledgers for commer

Cial houses, banks, tl ust companies, building and loan associatIOns. 
SHAW-WALKER, Muskegon, Mich. 

The largest exclusive 1\"1 akers of Card Systems in the world. 

Fastest, simplest, h andiest, most practical anti durable low-priced calculating machine. No business complete without it. Adds, Subtracts, 1\'ltdtlplies, Divides. Easily learned, lasts a lifetime. Saves time .. Jabor, mone�,', and 
QUICKLY PAYS FOR. ITSELF 

Ensures accuracy, reie:l..'Ies from lllellt:1I strain. Adds all columns Simultaneously. Capacity 999,999,99!l • 

An Unsollclted Letter: EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, AUSTIN, TEXAS. C. E. LOCKE 1\"lJ,·G. Co., Angust 12, 1901. 

GENTLIU'IK���tttfleIIlO\��;e cannot afford to pay sl::veral 
hundred dollars for an adding machine, the LOCKE ADDER is a most satisftactory substitute. It is a valuable aid to the b\lsy tlCeountallt, and as this useful machine can be had for only $5.00, olle should be :n every business office. Very -respectf

ygli:' LEE JAMESON, (State Revenue Agent). 
Descri::i��

c
g�o��t�REE�ltn

rge8 l>A��ri�!��anted. 
C. E. Locke Mfg. Co. 25 Walnul SI .. Kensett, la. 

"All about the Telephone" 
The A. B. C. of the Telephone 

is n practical treatise just published, giving a vast amount of valuable and useful up-to-d:lte information 
����:n\h�fr�ilo����ioonf ������I�!�O���t:il��d a:n: ances. Order to-day or send for catalogue. 
PRICE $1 TO ANY ADDRESS. 

THEO. AU DEL & CO., 
68 Fltlh Aveline, NEW YORK • 

THE�STEAM TURBINE; THE STEAM 
!�f�7n��e�;�:;np�6T��
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series of articles baving cuts of Bome of the more effi
cient engines of this type-the Parsons', De Laval, Dow, 
etc.; with exhau�tive tables giving the result of tests 
and much general data on the subject. Contained in 
SUPPLE" ENT Nos. 1306, 130'- and 130S. Price 10 
cents each. For sale by Munn & Co. and all newsdealers 

23 YEARS 
the Standard of 
Excellence 

ALL WEIGHTS FOR ALL WAIITS 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE 

NEW YORK: { 16 West 23d Street 
155·157 Broadway BROOKLYN: 504 Fulton Street BOSTON: 230-232 Boylston Street PHILAUELPHlA: 924Chestnut St.reet CHICAGO: 82 State Street 

Agent. In all p,.lnclpal Cltle. 

THE EQUITABLE SOCIETY. 
Dept. No. 29, 120 Broadway, New York. 

Please send lne infonnation regarding 

an Endowment for $ .........................•.. if 
issned to a man ........... years of age. 

Name .......................•..................... _ •. 

Address ................................................. .. 

THE "QUEEN" DR.A WING PENS. """"",-SCIENTIFICALLY SHARPENED. 
dWE tl"jj�I:" e 

,illilli 
All Queen Pens are sharpened by experts who have 

had many years' experience in making and sharpening 
Drawing Pens. Only the finest Eng-lish Steel is used in 
the Queen Pens, and tbey are hand·made and carefuHy 
tempered by our improved process. QUEEN & CO., 
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THE MIETZ & WEISS KEROSENE 
and GAS Engine 

burns K E It 0 S EN E 
cheaper and saier than 1Z"8S0-
Hne. Automatic. simple, re
liable No electric battery 
or flame used. Perfect regu
lation. Belted or directly 
coupled to dynamo for elec
tric light,ing, chargin/Z stor
a�e batterlP.s, pumping and 
aU PO""el· PUI'I)OSCS. I3r Send for Catalogue. 

A. 1IIlETZ, 
128-138 MOlT ST., NKW YORK. 

Straightens It Out 
no matter how tangled 
and twisted, and cuts it in 
required lengths-long or 
short, the 
Long Cut Automatic 
Wire· Straightening 
and Cutting Machine 
which straightens and 
cut!:! wire frnm the coiJ at 
the rate of 120 feet per minute. 
F. B. SHUSTER CO., New Haven, Conn., U.S.A. 

MAGNETO GAS ENGINE IGNITER. 

\llId!!1 
It fOI illl' and 
this 

Send for booklet A X, containing 
valuable information for those Interested in gas or gasoline engines. 
The lloltzer-Cnbot ElectrIc {Jo., Boston (Brookline), Mass. 

New York. Chicago. 

D L HOLDEN --s _REAL [STATE. TRUST BLDG PflILA., PA 

REGEALED ICE MACHINES 
S[E rJRST PA t S(lENTlr1C AMERICAN SEPT. 2 lag, 



THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE :.: 
Rubber Goods. Perfectly imi
tate Hne'll. Are durabJe and 
keep white. They p:o to all 
parts of tbe Globe. Write for 
Cat.alog. W e  w a n t  Agents 
everywhere. M'f'd only by 

Windsor Collar & Cuff Co., 
Windsor, Conn, 

Made or s.'\Yed. l'rint your own 
cards, etc" with n It;!i Press. 
Larger size for circular!!, hook.q, 
newgpnpers, �18. Type setting 
ens)", printell rules. Semi sl:llnp 
for samples, cat:dog-ue of pre8.<.;CS, 
t.ype, p3per, etc., 1.0 factory. 
Tnt.: Pn�:ss Co., �1<!rideD, COlin, 

TO MINE OVVNERS 
You neE'd a lIol@ting' Engine. 
You want the best, st.rongt:st, 
:h��sf� 1��!�lh!OI��;;: d�l���l: 
�nd yet the 
saver of 
for our 
and state 

Cb¢ Cvp¢writ¢r Excbang¢ 
1 � Barclay SI.. NEW YORK 
124 La Salle St .. CHICAGO 
38 Bromfield St.. BOSTON 
817 Wyandotte St., 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 
209 North 9th SI.. 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 
432 Diamond St .. 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 5 North Calvert St .. 
BALTIMORE, MD. 536 California SI.. 

SAN FRANCISCO. CAl. 

to 50% on 'l'ypewriters of ail 
��

e,:
.
ill

S��aef:'·08a��?�u�� 

ACETYLENE GA� AND CARBIDE OF 
CaJcium.-AJ) about the new iIluminallt. its quaJities, 
chemistry, pressure of liquefaction, its probable future, 
experiment8 parfO! med with it. A most valuable series 
of articles, givin� in comvlete form the partIculars of 
this bubject. Details of furnaces for making the carbide, 
�a� generators. Ilasometers, burners, etc. Contained in 
��m�:'mui�"i�N�:NIII ��:Pf�¥��Ti or��' J y,��; 
lU:I�, lu:J�, III;,?, 14164, 10?I, 10':l, ]08�, 
I �I��: Nh�h M:�?i JNt�'·.!VJ:.t,d {���: JA�e'i6 
ents each. by mail. from this office. bud all newsdealers. 

A NON-STRETCHABLE �r.�t� � RIGHT." , Mailed to any ad-
dress u on l"eceipt .� for fob. $2.&'per dozen. 

INDIANA CJlAIN COMl�ANY, Indlullupoll�, Iod 

HOW TO MAKE AN ELECTRICAL 
Furnace for Amateur's Use.-1'he utilization of 110 volt 
Blectric circuits for small furnace work. By N. l\:(onroe 
Hopkins. 'I'hid valuable article is accompanied by de
tailed working drawings on a large scale, and the fw'� 
nace can be made by any amateur who ts versed In the 
use of tools. 1'bis urticle is contained in Sf"IENTU'IC 
F\��E��\�Ab� �l'b�';:'�Md't.�Mrg�}a���Y, s�:�

e
Y��k

c
�?r;: 

or by any bookseller or newsdealer 

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES 
STEREOPTICONS &t�i'�nE����Oh��� 
the Public. Nothing atlurds bet.ter oppor&uni. 

*ie. for men with sillall capital. We 
start you, furnishing 
complete outfits a nd 
explicit instructions 
at Do surprisingly low 
cost. 1'he "'Ield I, 
Large compriaiugthe 
regul a r theater and 
lecture circuit, also 
localflfllds in Church· 

e" Public Schools, Lodges. and General Public Gathering.. Our 
Entertainment; Supply Cat./\loe:ue and special offer fully explain, 

ai6��;b:�t 8[;::;" CHJ�:t.
GP51.RO��I��, m� 

to DAYS' TRIAL 

Lemonade, apparatus for making, J. de Bol-
ster . . .  . . . .. . . . . .  . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 684,784 

Letter box, E. W. Phillips............. 685,O�8 
Level, A. J. �ioss .................... .... 684,8·i6 
Life prescl'v('l', [. 'V. l\1accolinl ............ H.�!l, 1 fi8 
Lifl� 1'l'eservPI", 11. Anl!L·esell .... .... ... ..... liS!'),1!):") 
Life l":Ift, folding', B. A. Spel"uer .......... t�'-:-I, S7� 
Lig-ht nnu IH'a! l"a IIi net, :ll'tHitinl, F�'lix & 

Goethf'l .. ... .. . . .... . . . . ..... .. ... ... tit-iG,:W;-, 
Lilul' U'· Cl'lI1l"lIt :lilt! t.:4tIllVlIstilllt, ;.!'inss, jlI"O-

dllt'illg-, .\. L. St·llIIlwrt... (is:"),UG-I 
LillUt.\·[.w ImH.'hillt" I'. T. I)nllgt' . ... US!),II:j;j Usr.,U;�\i 
Liquill meter, II. I>. COICIU;1I1... 1;�-I.!'1t1 
LOluling appara lIlS, J. ('ollill�, ........... . li:'��,!111 
LoadiHg or unloading apparatus, J. F. 'Vhite U8�,8!1:! 
Lock. :;;et' Sush Lock. 
lJOck, J. lI. \Vi lSOIl .................. , ... ().,..,[t,n�u 
Locomotive, electric lUilh:, C. Huuinsoll .... 6S",050 
Log turlH"r, Cony & Harker .. .... , ....... ti8-I,79!) 
Loom, filling l'eplcni.shing, W. Haynes . . .. Gs!'). �a(i 
:\lail bag fastcner, C. G. Seebers . . . .. . .... (-) ... �),17!. 
:\lattress, J. MarshalL ..................... USn) HiO 
:\Icaslll'ing appill'atus foL' ccntrifugnls, water, 

H. S. Hollins . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .  , . . .  , ... G8n,:.!22 
Mercerizing, ,Yo D. Ash\YOL·th .............. 085,085 
Metal ShCtH'S, J. C. Burgess .............. GSrl,09G ·Metals, I'educing, H. S. Blackmore . . ...... 685.19lS 
Milk can, n. Draper .... ... ............ .. (84)92a 
Mold for the manufacture of rolls, ,I. S. 

Seaman, Jr .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 68G,066 
Molding or forming apparatus, Browning & 

Boutwood .. . ............. . ... ..... ... 685,095 
MOtOl' and cuspidor, combined, J. E. Van Nos· 

tmn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,069 
Mowing machine and bay rake, combined, S. 

K. Dennis . .. . . . .. ...... ... . .. . .... ... 684,798 
MUSic chart, mechanical, S. B. 'l'urner .. .. 684,960 
Musical instruments, traCker board for me-

cbanical, H. R. Moore ... ...... ..... 684,845 
Nail macbine, G. P. Clapp ......... . . . .. .. 685,104 
Nicotin salicylate and making samp, G. H. 

Richards . . . . ... . .. . . .. . ... .... 685,059 685,061 Nut lock, .T. "r. Fletcher . . . . . .. . ........ 684,928 
Nut lock, J. B. Little ................ .... 685,189 
Nuts, bolts, etc'f mpuns to,' locldng, I�. 'W. 

t�oollenough .......................... 68-1,810 
Oar, J. A. Robison .................. . .... 684,868 
Obstetrical device, 11. 'Y. Post ............ 685,171 
Office indicator, P. J. Hilgendorf . . . . . ... . .  684,820 
Oil burnel', Platt & Wert ..... ............. G84,948 
Oil saver, S. \V . .Munn ................... 685,166 
Orc grate, A. M. Levin ................. . 685,]53 
Packing, llletallic, 1'. F. Lcn!".r ............ 684,D91 
Pndlock, combinntion, T. lV. lIal·t . .. ..... 685,135 
Palette, artist's, A. \Viehl. ... . ..... . .... . 685,074 Paper making mnchillcs, gllHl'd board for 

rolls of. G. 1-1. Dunsfuni .... . ......... 68-4,924 
Pa vement construction, C. 11. Davidson .. .. 68-1,917 
Pen, fountain, �T. S. ""I'ig'ht. . . . ........... . 68-1,896 
Pencil holdeI'. G. Hog-g, SI" . . ... ......... . . 685,206 
Pencil sharpener guide. E. .\. Hal"vey .... 684,903 Phonograph 01" graphoplJulll', G. 'V. Mer-

ri!, Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,043 Photograph cutter, G. E. Knowlton ........ 685,212 PhotographiC du,'k I'oom, J. :\[. Dunscomb .. GS,I,80a 
PhotographiC sensitizing and developing ap-paratns, S. Quincc.r, ... , ............ . .  6&i,221 
Picture framcs, machine (01' mounting orna-

mental composition dir<.'ctiy upon cir-
cular, l�. E. Adams (reiss lIe) ........ . 

Pill forming machlilt', A. Colton ......... . 
�����:�;g S�r I�)["o�:���\;l'g' �l'l;l;�':�tl;S," B." s� 

Lydick .............................. . Pneumatic tUbe system, .T. 1-1. Dale ....... . 
Pole or shaft, M. A. & B. H. Sbarp ..... . 
Post, M. L. Matbeison .............. ..... . Post, J. S. Snider ........................ . 
Printing press, W. I-I. Smiley ............ . 
PrOjectile, A. Primat ..................... . 
PrOjectile, oil carrying, L. H. Davis ..... . 
Propeller, J. Barnett. .................... . Pump, .T. 'V. Baker .................... . 
Pump, centrifugal, G. ),'lcKay ............. . 
Pump PL'pssurc regulator, K. Enzinger ..... . 
Rail bond, H. 'V. "ryman ............... . 
Railway cross tie, O. U. Knox ........... . 

11,940 
684,012 
685,OJ5 

684,994 
685,202 
685,OG7 
684,838 
685,186 
684,876 
684,049 
684,918 
685,089 
684,970 
685,167 
684,806 
684,960 
685,213 

Railway safety switch lock, street, E. E. 
Burke .................... ...... ... .. 685,200 

Railway signal, H. B. Taylor. ... . . . . . . .. 684,881 
Railway Signaling system, street, Ruddick 

& Rand ....... ..................... ... 684,952 
Railway tie, D. L. Joynt .. . . . . . . . ... .. . . . .  685,048 Railway vehicles, automatic coupling for, 

Walker & Wilson . ..... ........... . . . 
Ratchet drill, A. Pcterson ... ............ . 
Razor, safety, J. A. Butler ............. . 
Receptacle or container for discrete ma-

684,962 
685,170 
685,098 

terials whereby arbitrary portions may 
be witbdl'a wn, S. R. Bcllingham . . . . . •  685,092 Reel. See Fisbing Reel. 

Refrigerating apparatus, automatic, S. C. Wolcott ....... . .. ........... ........ . Refrigerator barrel, J. A. Sauer ......... . 
Register, E. B. Lobach ......... ........ .. . 

684,894 
685,063 
685,157 

Rein and horse holder, combination, E. J. 
Cullen . ........ ...................... 684,916 Rotary engine, A. L. Simon ....... ....... 684,874 

Rotary explosive engine, C. A. Hirth ...... 685,141 
Rotary kiln, A. T. Macfarlane ............ 684.D96 Rubber substitute and producing same, Ellis 

& Werner ................ ............ 685,038 
Sasb fastener, W. B. Smoot . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 684,877 
Sasb fastener or lock, H. C. Giles .... .... .. 685,120 Sash lock and lift, J. J. Schairer ........ 684,873 Saw, buck, C. '1'. Redfield ............... . 685,173 
Sawmill set works, D. B. Hanson ....... . 684,931 Sawing mdchine, M. A. Dees .. . ... . . ... . 684,D19 
Screw, W. '1'. Baggs .. . .................. 684,774 Screw driver, J. N. Barnes .............. 685,197 
Seal, bottle, E. D. Schmitt .......... . . .. 685,226 Sealing device, bottle, E. D. Scbmitt . 685,225 685,227 Sealing machine, carton, L. S. Burbank .... 68-4,788 
Self waiting table, G. H. Tobey . ....... 684,886 
Separator, W. D. Labadie ............. ... 684,829' 
Sewing machine, broom, A. E. Miller .. .... 685,]62 
Sewing machine, filled sack, A. T. Timewell 684,D5D Sewing machine folder and guide combined. 

A. Laubscher ......... . .. . ............ 684,990 Sbade and curtain fixtul"P, windo,,', M. S. 
Lamb ............................... . 

Sbaft SUPI)Ort, bugg.r, C. D. White ....... . 
Shingle strip. �". N. Chrcstien .. , ....... , . 
Sbovpls, boes. etc., making, F. Skelton ... . Signal, J. A. Wilson .................... . 
Signal bead, adjustable, R. Hel·man ....... . 
Signaling system, electric, J. J. Ruddick .. 
Skirt protector, V. J. Van Horn ......... . Sliding gate, W. M. McEvilly .......... .. Snow plow for cars, J. G. Weniger ....... . 
Soap cutting and spreadIng macbine, F. N. 

685,052 
684,891 
685,102 
685,183 
684,968 
685,139 
685,008 
685,191 
685,001 
685,193 

Arnold, Jr . .. .. . . . .. . ... .... ........ .. 685,084 
Sower or droppeL', cotton seed, W. F. San· 

ford ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  685,177 
Spade bandle, E. B. Jefferies . . . . . . . . . . . .  684,824 
SI)ark gap regulator, T. B. Kim·aide .... . .  684,828 
SpectaeIe frame holder for soldering, D. �. 

Grove ................... ' ........ ... .. 684,811 
Spinning frame attachment, H. B. Ashton 684,901 Spring rimmed wbeel, E. C. Smith .... .... 685,229 
Sprocket wbeel and cbain, J. J. Breach .. 684,786 Stair lift, ;1. M. Dodge ................... 685,116 
Stir lift belt, J. M. Dodge ................ 685,115 
Stairway, traveling, 1. H. Venn ....... ... 685,019 
Stave making macbine, E. M. Tbompson .... 684,884 Steam urier, W. Lewy . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  685,154 
Stone, manufacturing artifiCial, S. E. Boivie 685,094 
Stove, J. Gary . . . . .. ... .... .. .. . . . . ... ... 685,040 
Stove, H. V. young .... , .. . .. .... . . . . . . .. 685,194 Stove fire box and grate, cook, A. A. Witz 685,081 

���;�: bgi��
in

W. 
SirWfi��I:':::::::::::::::: ��:��� 

Stream or current motor, F. A. �rowslcy .... 68r).016 Street sweeper, P. I-Inerst . ... , .... ... , . . .  684,8l2 
Stud setting tool, screw, L. K. Stevens .... 685,010 
Snbmat'ille opcrations, appHnttus fo!", C. H. Bro\YI1 .. , ............. . .... ...... ... . Sucker rod elevator, J. H. Eighmey ....... . Surgical appliance, A. P. Burlow ......... . Surgical instrument case, M. W. Becton ... . Synchronism indicator, P. M. Lincoln ... . 
Table. See Self Waiting Tabl�. 

685,028 
684,982 
6$5,088 
685,091 
685,155 

Tablet backing apparatus, C. F. Tayior .. .. 684,957 
Tag clasp, S. Dancyger .. ... .... ......... 684,706 
Talking machine, J. E. Alpxand�r ........ 685,024 
Telepbone instrument, W. W. Washburn .. 684,963 
Telephone .y.t�m, party line, W. W. D�an 685,034 
Telephonic spepch, apparatlls tor recordIng 

and r�p�atlng, H. A. Rhodes ... . ..... . 685,239 
Testing device, L. F. Nab .. ...... ... ..... 684,850 
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The Little Wonder lUn 
Vapor Arc J ... amp. "True Hu(l Trust- �� � 
u'ol·thy." Perfect in mechantcal construc- �;ii 
tion. Tests satisfactory. ct""' 

2 Battery Call 
Telephones for 

AU'J'O-SELF CLi!:ANER. 
NO CHIlUNEY TO BREAK. 

Alumilliurn sbade. Pressure generation. Per· 
fect special mantels. Powerl ul and brilliant. 
Safety and economy assured. Usetul for all 
lightIng purposes. Permitted by .sational 
Board of Underwriters. Investigate bet ore 
���e!���i�.

sewh
e
el�so L�:�:llf:hl��!Osf������ 

THE' TURNER BRASS WORKS, 
102 E. 'KINZIE ST., CHICAGO. 

NICKEL 
AND 

Electro- Piati ng 
Apparatus and Materiai. 

TBE 
& VanWinkle 
Co., 

Ne,,'nl'l •. s .. J. 
136 Liberty St., N. Y. 

30 & 32 S. Canal St., 
CblCUI'O. 

Powerful, Respousive. 
Durable and Efficient. 

"The Reeves" 
Variable Speed 

Countershaft 
'iI for sec'qring any speed without. g�gra�ry �aa�l�d 

O
[o���r ��lJ���'lr��: wurking Machinery, Iron Lathes Planers, Boring Mills, Shapers. etc.; 

�ta��f�ery���
b
����Yall �fri��

i
::f

e
::� 

chinery requiring H change of speed Witb it a large increase and a. better grade uf work can be produced. carr;;r;;,/fi:l'i' d.0;J,aJ';�;?meIY iUustrated 

REEVES PULLEY CO. 
COLUMBUS. INO .. U, S. A. 

$4.50 
Good for roo feet 

Metallic Circuit. 
2 Genera tor Call 
Te1ephones for $7.50 

�oo(j for 3 miles single Iron Wire. 
" Batteries includd." Sent C. O. D. if $1.00 sent WIth order. 

FARR & FARR, 119 W. Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO. 

C. H. McGURRlN, 
, , 

holder of world's 
�

d record, using the 
FA Y-SHO 'Typewriter 

(Formprly the u_ Shon) 
McGurrin's record-memorized matter, 212 wordsj new 

matter from dict'llion. 148 words-each in a 8ln�le nllnnte. 
Time test for three hours, 112 words per mlllute. All 
made upon the" Fay·SllO." THE SPRED TEST INVOLVES 
Jr;VRRV POINTTHATMAKI\S A PEUFECTTYPKWRITKR ACTION. 

Made by - - Sholes Voml'any, 12<rj,:!� �t.�anged 8OOnc.�1cl!l�o�I�i!L. 
NOTE-N AME changes in obedience to a recent decision 
of United St."ltes Circuit Court for Vermont, in Wyckoff, 
Seamans & Benedict vs. Howe Scale Company, denYln

� 
�e!���l

c
orla���

h
�;:: °ift.9th�::c

a
h�:e.

of ��fCJ�L�E' 
unchanged. 

F R E E ��i�e: Wr�:in;" Jfiii������1��de��
l
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ing, etc. 

ELEVATING - CONVEYING G-Cb� �'" Y5� � 

POWER TRANSMISSION MACH'Y • � .\, ���.., � o� 
Coal Mining MaChines 

I 
ELECTRIC MINE LOCOMOTIVES 

POWER COAL DRILLS 
COAL HANDLING MACHINERY COAL WASHING MACHINERY 't � �!l<z 1'",; �"'''' 

DICKERMAN'S ' .�.� •• � •• �.r;.,�. 

DURABLE- DESKS : � Narrow Gauge Railways ? 
� RAILS, SWITCHES, � 

Don'tbll1/J'UlltUlyouaetourcatawaue- • TUR!'lTABLES, • 
lOOpaaesofmrmeY8avin{}values • WHEELS. AXLES

,.! • 
AMERICAN DESK & S'rOOL CO •• 33 Howard St., NewYQrk 

� LOCOMOTIVES, dc. � CARS l 
of e,'ery de�crlptfont 

• ���:�ls�:S::k:
es • 

Sent by mail if your dealer does not supply you 
Williams' Shaving Stick, • - 2Sc. 
Yankee Shaving Soap, \Round or Square), 10c. 
Luxury Shaving Tablet, • • • 2Sc. 
Swiss Violet Shaving Cream, . - SOc. 
William,' Shaving Soap (Barbers'), 6 Round Cakes, I lb., 40c, ExquiSite also for toilet. 

(Trial Size) Williams' Sbavlng Tablet for Ze. stamp 
" H  " tI Stick " lOco u 

The 01lly firm itt the world making a spuialty 
of SHAVING Soaps 

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Ct. 
LONDON PARIS DRESDEN SYDNEY 

ARMSTRONG'S No. 0 THREADING MACHINE 

I Can be attached to bench or post. 
Deshmed for tbreadiTlJZ' the I smal1er sizes of pipe , iron or I brass,also bolts. Bnstwo speeds, 
one tor pipe � to 1 inch; the I 

?�gi�Si;�� PifI�els� :l�e 2 li'���?:r I 
Armstrong adjustable dies. Oth
er attractive features. Send for 
Klf��

u
tf��� l�b�tnr:�lS�fr��f, 

New York. BridgepOrt. COIlD. 

.
� ARTIIUR KOPPEL, 

.� 66-68 Broad Street, 
New l.."ork. 

Send for CAtalogue. J 

.&>�.� .. � .. &>�.�. 

'By constructing your boat 
from a set of my Boat 
Building Materials more 
than one-half the boat fac
tory's price can be realized. 
Also economize freight 500 
percent. Launches, Sail and 
Row Boats, Gasoline 1:D
Il'ines. Ca/alog free. 

Automobile Engine Ru!?�ess 
After careful te8ting we oll'er to the 
S��ljj: �t�i�<rgl���:il�d Fn�iue 
Dimensions of Cylinder are �� and 5 
�Yi;. 4 ��s�

t
;if2ein.B���h�� En

n
g��ne� 

95 Ibs. 3 crank shaft bearings. All 
�c:r�gf �e

:�lS;:r�
f 

�ip���
e. 

A:;
i
8!�� 

boiler pumps connected from cross 
head. Plain Aide valves. We al!'o 
build running gears and make parts. 
SHAEFFER, BUNCE & MARVIN, Lockport, N. Y. 

BACKUS 52�oUNE ENGINE 
Simple. Economical. Durable. 
Suitable for all kinds of work. 

Backus Water Motor, cheapest power known. 
Write for Circular and prices. 

BACKUS WATER MOTOR CO .. Newark, N. J., U. S. A. 

INDUCTION 
CO I LS for experi
ments in X rays and 

electrical work. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINE ERING 
TAUGHT BY MAIL. 

Write for our Free llIustrated Book. 
"CAN I BECOME AN ELEC

TRICAL ENGINEER?" 
We tl;'"8ch Electrical Engineering', Electl'lc Lighting". 

Electric Railways, Mechanical Engineering', Steam Engi. 
neering, Mechanical Dr:l.wing, at :-'our bomp. by mall. 
IDstitllt� indorsed by Thos. A. Edison and others. 
ELEC'l'IUUAL ENGINEEIl INSTITUTE, 

Dept. A. 240.242 W. 28d St •• New York. 

The American School of" Corrcfo.lpondcnce 

located in Boston. the educational center of the country, 
offers courses by mail in 

�:��':�:I;'!I':�I�et'I'.1 l ENGI NEERINr. StaUulIllry, Loeomotln..) U 
Heatln�, Ventllnllon null Plumbing, JUcehllnit'al Il.'all-Ing 
under instructors trained and teachiLig in the great 
technical sch()ols for which Boston is famous . 

• 'or n limited tim .. , (,lIch lifuil('nt ,'nrolling' for a full 
engineedng COUNt' will '·f>C""he our IU'W 

Reference Library of Engineering Practice 
This handsome set of books is bound in half leather 
and contains over two thousand pages carefully 
selected from our lesson papers on Steam, Electrical 
and Mechanical EngineerinK. forming a unique and 
invaluahle technical reference Iihrary. 

For full information and large Hand·book giving 
terms, methods, etc .• apply to 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OP CORRESPONDENCE 
Boslon, Mass .• U. S. A. 

���ENCE OF Psychra tistn 
Taugllt in a Full Course by Mail by 

PROF. ALBERT VERNON 
Founder and Headmaster of 

THE VERNON ACADEMY OF MENTAL SCIENCES. 
at ROChe8te
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their latent powers that t.bey can not only become mas
ters of themselves, but of the condition� under which ��r!. w

�:�f���r���
"
s
i
�&

:
�����O�k

eir income oJten Len 

"Psycbic �bcnomena of SENT FREE the Twentieth Century" 
postpaid. if you address 

VERNON ACADEltY OF l\tENTAL SCIENCES, 
2204 E1l8t A,'clluc. ltoche",tcr, N. Y. 

..,--"'....,..,� 
TUBULAR 

DRIVING LAMP. 
J�: !:il\

b
�o�

n
Jro�

e
�r

e
j;r

o
g�t. 

I� riiie:eaa���gi��
i�:��ht. 

)'1' ���;�s the light straight 
abead from 200 to 300 ft. 

I T burns kerosene, � Send for book (free). 

R. E. DIETZ CO., 60 Laight Street.�NeW York. 
Mention this paper and get speciaL di-sco'Ull'1t. 

�ESTABLISHED 1840.-

ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINE MO-
tor.-�l'he instructi· ·ns and numerous illustrations of de
tails contained in this article will enable any mechaniC 
of averaae ability to build an efficient motor that will 
operate a sewing machine. The cost of materials for 
th

i
s machine should not exceed five dollars. See SC'lEN

TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE?lIENT. No. 1�10. Price 10 
cents by mail, from this office and from a11 newsdealers. 

ARTESiAN 
W:;Us, Oil and Gas Wells drilled 
by crontract to any depth from 50 
to 3000 feet. We also manufac-
���ie�D�6
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same. Portable Horse Power 
and Mounted Steam Drilling 
Machines for 100. to 1200 feet. 
Write us stating exactly what 
i8 required and send for ilIus· 
trated catalogue. Address 

PIERCE EERING AND SUPPLY CO. 
.136 NEW Y"CK, U. S. A. 

The" Wolverine" Three 
Cylinder Gasoline Ma· 
rine Engine. 
The only re versing and sdf· 
st:J.rtmg gasoline t!llglnt! on 
the market. Lightest engine 
for the power built. Practi
cally no vibration. A bsoJute
Iy safe. Single, double aud 
triple marine and stationary 
motors from §! to:iO H. P. 
WOLVERINE 

MOTOR WORKS. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

� citutific �tUtticau. 
Thill coupling. F. J. Zecher • • . . . . . • • • . • • •  684,898 
Thill coupling, C. C. Bradley . • . . . . . . . . . .  684,976 
Tiles, etc, sagger for paving, C. F. & A, 

W. Koch ......... ..... .. ... ... . ... · . ·  685,051 
Tin plate eil'allsing and polisbing compound, 

G. G. Kenncd,\·, ......... . 
'rh'''', elastic, ,Yo F. 'Villiaws ........... . 
Tire, pneumatic vehicb'. I. S. l\lcliicbalJ .. . 
Tire shrillker, 'fhoIHPSOII &- McCulluugli., .. 
Tire, vebich-', ". H. ::-)p\\·ell .... ......... . 
Tool muker's chlmp, U. WillrillghHuS ..... . 
'!'orpedoes 011 vessl'ls, aPl'anltus fOI' pultin;;, 

C. A. Morris ..................... . 
Toy, J-. Mauru ...... , .... . 
'l'o�·, 10comt1livl'. �J. U. Loree ............. . 
Trace fastellt'I', 11. P. Ubildrcss ........... . 
'l'rolley. A. J. [.;bcrwine ....... , . ........ . 
Trolley trat'l\.s, IUt'cbanislll fur lllukiug, F. J, 

l;S5,�J I 
685,077 
U�,OO2 
mH,t)58 
US5,lSO 
(;85,078 

OSG, J ur) 
(j8.J,�IHS 
G8�,9!J3 
U84,7!)� 
685,J18 

lticlw 1"(1 . • • • • • • • . • •  ti84,8G5 
'l'l"lIe1" car, ll. Ha.k"ll. .. ........ . 684,816 684,817 
Tl'lH.'k sprillg piUllk, cal', U. H. Maltby .... G8·1,8�7 
Tube prot('ctor, ll. �. Uuss . ............... 685,170 
Type finishillg lll:lcli i Ill', t..:, 11. Ziegler ... . U85,083 
'Typewriter paper :.t(jjllstt'l', F. P. Bowlsby U85,lOn 
TypewriteI' shifting t.nw lIa!") A. C. Fer-

guson ..... .. 684,807 
Typewriting uHlchinc, J. Fclbcl. .685,121 tv (i85,12:3 
Typewriting macbine 1' .. ,('(1 mechanism, H. 

L. & 1". L. "·.lgIlPJ' .............. . 
Vnlve, J. :\1. Cul·dC'll.., ................ , 
\r�t�:�: ����(;!�:�ti0. J<.;, Ui-IoY���;'g:::::::: :.: 
Valve for WIlleI' l'orks, air, 'V. PauL ... .. 
Valve gear, engjllL', ,,'. C. Gordon .. , .... . 
Valve mechanism, ail' brake, E. G. Shortt 
Valve operating gear, engine, S. Z. de F'cr· 

684,887 
(;84,91;) 
684,802 
4585,207 
685,H19 
(;85,1;)1 
(;85,132 

ranti ............... , ................. 68-1,920 
Valve operating mechanism, J. G. Hender-

son ................... .... ... ..... 684,81 V 
Vault, grave, ·C. H. �'ryer .. ............. 680,126 
Vegetable cutter, N. Bosmann ...... ...... GM.:J,975 
Vehicle bmke, J. H. Garrett. ........... 684,SOV 
Vehicle coupling and spring, S. E. Oviatt .. 6S4,9..J7 
Vehicle mechanism, motor, Hnuauer & 

Veitcb ..................... .......... 684,930 
Vehicle, motor, I". S. Coles .... ... , ... , .. fitl4,793 
Vebicle reach, J. W. Cloninger., .... .. , ... U84,!108 
Vehicle spindle, J. Darling ......... ...... 68;',113 
Vehiclp. spring, auxiliary, Maulhardt & 

Frain ............................... 684,839 
Vehicle wheel, 'Vorth & Donaldson, ... , .. , 684,895 
Vehicle wheel, road, C. Renard ............ 68{),174 
Vehicles, SI}eed changing device for self 

propellilJg, H. Lemp ........ . ......... 684,333 
Veterinary instrumellt, A. Van RockeL ..... 685,192 
Vinegar, distributor fol' making, 'V. 1,'. 

Gintz .... .. .... .. , ....... , ........... 685,130 
Vise, J. R. Long........ . . . . . . . . . H8�,D92 
Wall tie, I{een & Lambm·ll ................ 685,]-48 
Warping machine, W. J. Garlick .......... 685,2:;4 
V\Tashiug machine, "T. J. \Vooo .......... 68G,082 
'""ashing rubbel", L. C. Gerken, ........... 685,041 
V\'ater elevating apparatus, A. Le Blanc .. 685,054 
Water wbeel, ,y, A. Doble ..... , ..... , .... 6S.J,Sf)O 
Weevil, etc " machine for destroying cot-

���9M&&M&&���99��9������9999��9·:\. dJ' . . .,. . . ... . ................... ........ .,. . . . . . ., .. � I SAVAGE- MAGAZINE RIFLE I 
� .303 and \Ii � \Ii � W 
M I � w � W 
m \Ii ffi \Ii � \Ii �\ BAKER & HAMILTON, San }<'ran- \Ii ffi \Ii ffi [ cisco and Sf.';c�ll'c

ec��8f�;'ents. Catalogu. A. \Ii � \Ii � SAVACE ARMS CO., UTICA, N. Y •• U. S. A. \Ii 
� � 'Eeeeee€eeeee�eeeeeEeEeeeeee�eeEeee€eEeeEEeeEeE€eEE�EE�� 

Paint that Pleases 
by its permanent beaut.y and wonderful durability, as 
well as its " presprvl1l�" properties on WOOd or metal is 

DIXON'S 
SILICA-GRAPHITE 

PAINT 
Lasts four times as long as other 
paints uno always looks well. as it 
Dever fades. N011·poi�onous. no 
bad odor, causes no colic or, 
cramps in workmen. Color ca.rds 
free. 

JOSEPH DIXON (:OUCIBLE CO. 
Je,· .. ey City, N. J. 

F RE E Ca.ta.logue of Architectural. �cientiftc 
and '1.'echnical Books. 
Prospectus for 1002, for "Architects' and 
Builders ' Magazine," monthly $2 a year. 

WM. T. COMSTOCK. Pub., 23 Warren St .• New York. 

BEVEL GEARS (No Chain) 

GRAND PRIZE PARIS, 1900. 
HIGHEST AWARD POSSIBLE. 

OF THE 
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685,112 
Enclosed Mechanism 

SMITH P�EMIE� 
TYPEW�ITER� Whi�i�Ck:' S·.·· E:' ·Ci�;k:::::::: ... ... .. ... g�:i5� Superior Workmanship 
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68G,003 

A Card Gets a Catalog ILLI.iSTR.!'TED CATALOGUE FR...EE; 
THE JMITI1 PREMIER TYPEWRITER eO. 

Window, B. Bengtsson .................. .. 684,974 
Wire drawing and spooling machine, J. Fl.-

H. O'Donnell.............. 684,946 
Wire stl'etcher, C. E. Pearson ......... , .. 684,857 
\Vil'e stretcher, E. L. Yarbraugh ... .... , .. 684,897 
�rood chipper and crusher, J. Unser .. , ..... 685,01.8 
Work holder, J. S. Peden ..... ........... �)8G,O:)7 
Woven fabric, �1'. B. Dornan ....... .... ... 684,980 
Wrench, E. E. Kettelsen ........ .... ...... 685,050 
Wrench, etc., A. Magui. . . . . . . . . • . . . .  , ... 685,215 
Yoke, necl�, �1. B. Eatoll . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .  684,025 

DESIGNS. 
Badge, J. E. Wrinn .... ........ ... . ... ... . . 
Bandage, abdominal, P. B. Sheldon .... , .... . 
Body brace, P. B. Sheldon ............... . 
Buckle, 'f, D. Richardson ................. . 
Cigar wrapper cutter gage, N. Du Brul.". 
Collar, J. N. Payue ..................... . 
Cream cooler, C. G. Babcock ....... . 
Crushers and pulverizers, beater bead for, M, 

3;;,197 
::;5,226 
:35,225 
35,199 
35,205 
35,227 
35,206 

F. 'Yilliams .. ... , ....... , .. , . . . . ;{5,211 
Eyeglass guard, G, Johnston.......... 35,198 
lteuce wire, barbed, D. C. Smith, ... ;{G.212 35,213 
Grah', portable basket, J. 1\1. Dodd . 35,21-l to 35,216 
Gra te, portH ble basket, 'Y. B. F'itclJ. 3fi.217 
Hammel' head, L. \V. TarbelL....... ;�5,203 
Hat trcc, W. H. Boggs...... �5,223 
Horseshoe calk, J. Hirsch................ e5,207 
)latches, 1.'tC., receptacle for, E. Caldwell. :J5,201 
Pipe coupliug" or nipple, "Y. Ii'. Bossert . ... 35,20-1 
Radiator air vent, C. E. Van Auken....... 35,218 
Sewing machine cabinet, A. C. Abramson .. i{G,22] 
Sewing macbine table, A. C. Abramson .... :::5.222 
Shaft bearing hange,', L. S. Bixler ....... . :;5,208 
Spoon, C. N . . Allen....................... :m,202 
Stove, heating, T. 1. Rankin ......... 35,2]9 351220 
Swing frame, H. J. Ritter............ 35,224 
Tire, vehicle, A. V. Kiser ...... , ......... 35,200 
Toilet 01' similar articles, bolder for, L. "V. 

l.levy ........... , ....... , . .  , ..... ..... . 
Trimming, M. Silvermau .............. , .. . 
Vehicle frame, motor, E. B. Gallaher .. , .. . 

TRADE MARKS. 

35,200 
35,228 
35,210 

Ale, Massachusetts Breweries Co .... R7,223 37,224 
Boots alld shoes, B. Rosenberg & Sons..... 37,217 
CalHh, plated cream mjnt and other, A. P. 

Itichal'uSOIl .... ;�7,225 
Chf'mical material, certain named, J. J. Simons ......................... 37,231 
Clothing, bo)'s ', Wolfe,'s, Goldberg & Co. 37,216 
Court plaster, liquid, E. E. Carpenter ..... . 37,220 
Drill fabric, and punts, overalls, and shirts 

. made of such fabric, Reliance l\1anufac� 
turing Co ... " ....... , ................. 37,2]5 

Electrical apparatus, certain nnmed, Stanley 
Eloctric ManufacturIng Co ....... ....... 37,232 

Flavoring powder for foods, E. L. Gross .... 37,227 
Graining combs, Henry Tn;dol', Limitpd .... 37,233 
Hair tonic and invi�ol'ator, A. l{ronkosk;\r .. 37,219 
Ink, printing, Standard Printing Ink Co .. .. 37,220 
Liniments, L. Allen, Sr .................... 37,221 
Mineral spring water, H. H. young ........ 37,222 
Oils and greas�s, SterUn� on Co ... , .. , ..... 37,2RO 
Sheetings and dl'illings, G. ,\Voolle;\T & Co .... 37,214 
Syrup, ITInplp, C. D. Cannon ....... ..... , ... 37,226 
Tonic 01' R.,·stelll I'cg'ulntor, W. ,\V. Gavitt 

Medical Co ..................... .... .... 37,218 
"Tashing powdpl', J. W. Hussey ....... ..... 37,228 

LABELS. 
,jBooth's Compound Derma-Talcum Powder," 

for talcum powder, C. F. Booth ........ 8,738 
"Dentaline," f�r a powder, C. W. Howard 8,739 
"Eagle Lake," for Whetstones, S. R. Droes-

cller ................................ .. 8.736 
HGaran Tf'a," for tea,· L. Lehman & Co., .. 8,735 
"Hero-Creso," for a mediCine, W. F. Raw 

lins . . ........ , ......... 8,740 
"�lcLoughlin Brotbpl's Combination Gnmp 

Board for Playing Crokinole, Bicycle 
Race, Tf'npins and Cannons," for a gamP.', 
McLoughlin BI'othprs .. . ............ , .... 8,734 

"Palmaline," fOl' n Ilwflicinc, C. 1\1. Sullivan 8,743 
"Stl'opcne," for razor strop dreSSing, Razol' 

Stl'opcne Co ... ... . . .. . ........... . . ..... 8,737 
"Thp Original Tbomsoll 's EI('ctric Medicines," 

for medicines, J. N. Stpiner ............ 8,742 
"Voodoo Lotion," for a toilet preparation, 

Voodoo Pilarmacal Co .. . ... .... ... . . . . .  8.741 

A printed copy of Ihe specification and 'lrawlng 
f� ��fntP�!:�l:d 
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this office fo" 10 cents, provided the name anll 
number of thp patpnt dpslred and the datp be 
given. Address Munn & Co., 361 Broadway. New 
York. 

Canadian patents may now be obtaIned by the In· 
ventorR for nny of the inventioDs named In the tore· 
goin g list. For terms and turtller particulars address MUnD & Co., 361 Broadwa¥. New York. 

Century 
Vehicle 

Motor 
Co. SYRACUSE.N.r US.A. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

1 P:�liP !a�.� a!:���l��:::tesfor $25 
Th.e "WILLARD STEEL RANGE" 
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GVA�ANTEED T9 BE AS RE�1t�SENTED. Write for free descriptive 
Clrcular� and testiIDollla.}s from partIes III your section who are using one. 

WM. G. WILLARD, Dept. 14, 619 N. 4th St., St. Louis, Mo. 

Energy and Money in further 
Experimenting, but buy 

John R. Keim 
Auto • Steam En�ine 

'l'be Ideal of Perfection. Has 
been tried, stood the test, and 
found NO'll wanting. 

testillwniai-s ana lJrices 1.vlltich wiLL tnte'l'est VOlt. 

READY EARLY 

INTEREST in Manufacture Wanted. 
Party ill: middle western city havinll plenty of unem. 
r��

e
gfg���:

n
�J'ri�l: :p�r�:�:� i�:!���!:: ��V&����· with power. Would put in some capital. • 

Address Box 200, Monroe, Illicb. 
lllATCH FACTORY llIACHINERY. W. K 

WILLIAMS. Mfr., 1001 Monadnock BlOCk, ChicagO, U. S. A. 

AGENTS _$12
. 
dail.�T made by af,Z'ents selliull our . .' ClaIm'" lIe. U�ed by every merchant and phYSICIan. Sayer. & Co., DOO. 408 Olive St. Louis, �Io. 

I CE !!I�
C

B��ii:�; 'ir���rn�l'.'tnlj,sH:lvW;H]�; MFG. CO., 899 Clinton Street. Milwaukee Wis. 

fTYPE WHEELB_ MOCELS LfXPERIMENTAL WORK. 6MALL MACHIHERY 
NO.ElnEoS. ETC_ HEW ,,:.DRi"C5T.£NClL WORKS' 100 NASSAU S! N,Y. 

MODELS & EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 
Inventions developed. Special Machinery. 

E. V. BAILLARD. Fox Bldg .• Franklin Square, New York. 

TO ENLARGE AN ESTABLISHED 1l!:J!: 
���!�;

s
:in

a
o����::t:���iig��li�l��?:f:6'rgr�m���rlt� 

token up. Preferenc� will be given to an article patented 
or already marketed on mail order lines. 

Send full particulars. 
W. F. A., Box 773. New York • 

� H. P. GAS ENGINE CASTINGS 
Materials and Blue Pril'ts. Write for Catalogue 9. 

PARSELL & WEED. 129-131 W. 31st Street. New York 

S H 0 RTHA N 0 �;'!z���.id 1{��fl�����
rse 

Potts Sbortband College, Box 33. Williamsport. Pa. 

IN NOVEMBER. 

Cotnpressed Air 
ITS P�ODVCTION. VSE� AND APPLICATIONS. 

By GARDNER D� HISCOX, M. E. 
AUTHOR OF "MECHANICAl. 1l10VElllENTS." 

LARGE 8VO. 820 PAGES. 

PRICE. bound in Cloth. $5.00. 

547 ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Half Morocco. $6.50. 

A complete treatise on the subject ot Compressed Air, comprising its phYSIcal and operative 
properties from a vacuunl to Its liquid form. Its thermodynanlics, compression. transmisslOn, expan
sion, and Its uses for power purposes in mlTltng and engineering work: pneumatic motors, shop tools, 
·air blasts for cleaning and painting. The Sand Blast, air lifts, pumptng of water, acids and OtIs; 
aeratIOn and purification of water supply; railway propulsion, pneutnaltc tube transmtssion, refrigera
tion. The Air Brake, and numerous appliances in which compressed air is a most ConVe1l1etlt and 
economical vehicle for work-with air tables of compression, expansion and physical properties. 

A most comprehensive work on the subject of Compressed Air. 
� A 8peclal illnstrated circular of this book will be issned wben � � published. and It will be sent to any address on application. ........Jl!.' 

MUNN & CO.5 
Publishers of the SCientific American, 361 proadwaYJ New York. 
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Waltham Watches. 
WIRE ROPE TRAMWAY 

Far Transportation of Ore. Coal, Dirt, Timber, elc. 

Perfect Grip Clip. Absolutely Safe. Loads Automatically. Unloads AULomatically. 
Operated by One Man. Cost of Maintenance Low. Capacity Largest Obtainable. 

"Whatever is worth doing at all 
is worth doing well." 

A. lESCHEN & SONS ROPE COMPANY, M��
m

�L��f�'s��uf.tkro. 
Branch Offices. {tJ'�e���i

b
sg��t
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iCagO, Ill. 

Therefore, when you get a watch, 
get a Waltham. NEW ENGLAND WATCHES 

llla<de for the 

,*VVORLD* 
UThe Perfeded American Watchl" an illustrated hook 

of interesting information ahout watchesl wilt. he sent 
free upon request. 

Send for Booklets 

BLUE FOR. LADIES • • •  

• • •  R.ED FO R. MEN 
THE NEW ENCLAND WATCH CO., American Waltham Watcn Company, 

Walthaml Mass. 
New York, Cblcago, 

37 Maiden Lane. 1(9 SLate Street. 
San Francisco, Spreckels Sui lding. 

TO 
PROPIlRTY 

AND 
LOSS·Of>· Uf'B 

AND 
INJURY 

TO' PERSONS 

TOE TREND � 
� Of TRAVEL 

now-a-days calls for eleaunce and comfort combined 
wi th  speed a n d  
safety. a combina
tion best reached 
ina 

WINTON 
MOTOR 

CARRIAGE 
Stl'On�ly but sim
p I Y constructed. 

PRICE $1 ,200. ��� n;f li�gf:
a
ig 

�et out of order. Economical, too, in spite of its super
ior maite and finish. 
THE WIN'I'ON 1l10TOR CARRIAGE CO., 

EASTl�'1 Bllk��':r�
t
��_\'5P��:�

a
��h 

O
�t�ev.· �e�v York. � Crestmobile 

PRICE $550 �-� �I Sinnple "�;��"��;;;'tortab!e. U 11111111111111111111 

. 
CREST MFG. CO. 

. . ... ' , Cambrid,:re, Ma.ss. 

STfARNS STOOD THf TfST 
394'3 MILES IN 32 HOURS 21 MINUTES 

New York to Buffalo Endurance Test 

Model A, Runabout. 
�lodel B, Dos·a·Dos. 
Model C, Delivery Wa· 
gon. Model D, Buggy 
'rop Runabout. :l\1odeJ 
E, Victoria Top Run· 
about. 
Prompt De!ivel'ies. 

Write jor Cuta/QQ. 
STEARNS STEAlll CARRIAGE COlllPANY, 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

OVR 1902 MODELS 
ARE NOVV READY. 

'l'wo of our 1002 mudel two-
�����nlif��!;:tsu.;�1�t1fi��i: 
and Inade fa.stest aver

NO AGENTS. 

strong construction is our poJicy. 
for delivery next spring. 

ngc I'unning 
tillle of 1l,UY 

Alnericllu 
JlH1Cliille8 
in [Lny 
class in the 
�ew York
BUffalO en
durance run, 
average 
tirue being 
14.80 miles 
per hour. 

Powerful 
engines and 

Secure a place now 

THE HAYNES·APPERSON CO., KOKOMO, IND •• U. S. A • . 

r9DARAlLU UH·BESLya.(b 
�rJ6C1AMptAll�����%���' 

2} H. P. Air-Cooled MOTORS 
IJ'otal height. - • - - 19X inches 
OULsidp. Diameter of Crank Case, 9 inches 
'l'blckness of Crank Case, - 3ll( incbes 
'l'oLal Widtb of Motor to End of 

Crank Sbaft, - • - 11)4 Incbes 
frT��?}n���'J?��

r
car-bur�ttor� InfuctPo

O
n
und

S 
C Oil, Mulller, Battery and Sparking 
Coil. boxed. ready for !;blpment. $125 

Db,count to the Trude. 

DA\''lsE
s,MBJ4:E•

Y
. �IRr9fc'm�)?PA. 

JESSOP'S S EELTHB\�\RY 
FOR TOOLS, SAWS ETC. 

W� JESSOP & SONS t:2 91 JOHN ST. NEW YORK 

Savings Banks 
vs. 

Industry 
The United States Steel Company has been paying for the 

past two years quarterly dividends at the rate of 12 per cent. per 

annum on all its outstanding stock, and it is expected that this 

dividend rate will be increased as soon as we can enlarge our Plant 

at Everett, Mass., to meet the needs of a rapidly growing business. 

To provide for this additional steel building, 100 ft. x 130 ft., and 

a larger working capital to handle the constantly increasing out

put of Jupiter Steel, the Board of Directors has authorized the sale 

of a block of Treasury shares full paid and non-assessable, at par, 

$5.00 per share. 

Our Steel Castings are an improvement over the ordinary 

steel castings because they require no annealing, being strictly 

pure steel of uniform hardness or softness throughout, and can be 

welded, tempered and forged. 

Our foreign patents, now being negotiated, show conclu

sively a source of dividends equal to the entire capitalization of 

the Company. As a rule, stock in well-managed manufacturing 

companies is generally bought up by those in some way connected 

with their management and the outsider has little chance except 

at a high premium and a correspondingly low profit. But this is 

an unusual opportunity for people of limited means to secure an 

investment already paying a large income, an opportunity such 

as is usually offered to capitalists only, and the man with a few 

hundred dollars gets a chance. 

In this connection it will be noted that the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN published an article on Jupiter Steel, illustrated on the 

first page of the edition bf October 12, and described .in the fol

lowing pages. A copy of same will be ma'iled on application. 

This was very flattering to us, and we consider it the best en

dorsement that Jupiter Steel has ever received. To those who 

are interested a full prospectus of the Company, together with 

a record of what has been accomplished in the past two years, 

will be mailed on application. Preference will be given to 

SUbscriptions in the order of their receipt. All accepted sub

scriptions will draw the full regular quarterly dlvidend of 3 

per cent. payable January 27th, 1902. 

UNITfD STA TfS STffl COMPANY� 
143 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

These Cigars are manufactured under 
the most favorable climatic conditions and 
from the mildest blends of Havana to
bacco. If we had to pay the imported 
cigar tax our brands would cost double the 
money. Send for booklet and particulars. 

CORTEZ CIGAR CO., KEY WEST. 
� 

at work and you'll see why 
it is 80 comfortable. Trim
mings can not rust. Every 
�
a
����r;���il��8��:�3: 

c. A. EdcartouMfar. Co., 
Box �22. Shirley, Milo ... 

Photographic 
Graveyards 
Burial places for the photographic failures 
which occur with the best people and the 
best outfits, can be avoided by using a 

Bausch � Lomb 
Plastigmat 1=6.8 
rens. Order .your camera with it, or if you 
have an outfit, ask your dealer to exchange. 

No day is too dark for Plastigmat f·6.8, 
no shutter too fast, no subject too difficult. 

Plastigmat Booklet tells why. 

Bausch 6. Lomb Optical Co. 
JNCORPOJt.ATED 1866. 

flow York IOCDESTEI. If. i. 

for Public Bxhibitions, Church Enteru-timnen t8, 
for illustrating sermons. i\.lany sizes, all prices. Chance 
for men with little capit.a.l to lDuke money. 2GO page 
catalogue free. 

McALLISTER. Mfg. Optician, 49 Nassau Street, N. Y. 

CHARTER ENGINE 
USED !yNYA:yLAlgNE 

FOR ANY PURPOSE 
Fu I!: L-Gaso line, Gas, Distillate -

Stationaries. Portables. Engines and 
Pumps, Hoislers 

Send jor GataZoqlU and Testimonials. 
tar State Your Power Needs 

CHARTER GAS ENGINE CO., Box 148. STERLING, Ill. 

CARRIAGE TURRETS 
for bolding four or six tools, fitted to 
any size Lathe, if a template of car
riage and center is furnished. De
si�ned to gO onto cross slide in place 
of tou] block. Single movement of 
lever handle revolves and locks tbe 
turret. Made in several different 
styles for ordinary lathe tools and 

round shunk tools. 




